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Foreword
It is my pleasure to write this foreword for the inaugural SIDRA International Dispute Resolution
Survey Report. The SIDRA Survey is the first international survey to examine how businesses and
their legal representatives make decisions about resolving cross-border disputes and their choice
of dispute resolution mechanism. The Survey was commissioned by the Singapore Ministry of Law
and administered by PwC South East Asia Consulting. The authors, Nadja Alexander, Vakhtang
Giorgadze and Allison Goh have pulled together data from hundreds of corporates and lawyers
and presented it in a structured, insightful and highly accessible manner.
The world of international dispute resolution is constantly adapting, be it to evolving national legal
systems, international trade developments, or creative forces seeking to streamline procedures
to enhance efficiency and user-friendliness. Whether we are talking about arbitration, mediation,
litigation, or a hybrid of any of these mechanisms, the dispute resolution field is at a turning
point. We see this in the emergence of international commercial courts in ascendant global
cities like Dubai and Singapore, in UNCITRAL’s work on reforming investment arbitration, the
United Nations’ adoption of the Singapore Convention on Mediation, and the advancement of
technology to support online dispute resolution, just to name a few examples.
The SIDRA Survey Report makes a significant contribution to the evidence-based literature on
the international dispute resolution landscape. It provides insights to practice from an oftenneglected user perspective and indicates possible future trends.
I hope the Survey will inspire a deeper exchange amongst dispute resolution institutions,
practitioners, policy makers and researchers.

GOH Yihan
Dean, School of Law
Singapore Management University
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Executive Summary
The International Dispute Resolution Survey: 2020 Final Report presents the findings
of the Singapore International Dispute Resolution Academy’s inaugural examination
into the preferences, experiences, practices and perspectives of international dispute
resolution users around the globe. The survey examined three major international
dispute resolution mechanisms: international commercial arbitration, international
commercial mediation, international commercial litigation, as well as hybrid dispute
resolution mechanisms such as mediation-arbitration and arbitration-mediation. The
survey also inquired into the use of technology in international dispute resolution, such
as predictive analytical tools and negotiation support systems, and asked the users to
express whether they were satisfied with the use of technology.
The report summarizes findings from each mechanism in turn and explores the key
trends drawn from the data, identifying currents of change that impact international
dispute resolution. Key findings of the report are set out as follows:
How Choices are Made about Arbitration, Mediation, Litigation
and Hybrid Mechanisms
•

International commercial arbitration remained the dispute
resolution mechanism of choice among respondent users.

•

International commercial arbitration was more popular among
Legal Users than Client Users.

•

Respondents ranked enforceability, neutrality/impartiality
and cost as the top three most important factors in their
choice of a dispute resolution mechanism.

•

Legal Users ranked enforceability as the most important
consideration, whereas Client Users ranked neutrality/
impartiality as the most important factor in their choice of
a dispute resolution mechanism.

•

Comparing user satisfaction, a larger proportion of mediation
users were satisfied with speed and cost, as compared to
arbitration and litigation users.

Investor-State Dispute Resolution
•

Almost half of the users who responded to our survey indicated
they had been involved in investor-state or multi-lateral
investment disputes between 2016 and 2018.

•

International arbitration was the dispute settlement mechanism
of choice with a majority of users opting for institutional or
ad hoc arbitration to resolve investor-state disputes.

•

Users selected enforceability, political sensitivity and
impartiality as the top three factors influencing their choice
of dispute resolution mechanism in investor-state disputes.

•

Despite the dominance of arbitration in this field, users
indicated an openness to selecting other dispute settlement
mechanisms in investor-state matters such as litigation and
mediation.

•

Users’ responses suggest the need for reform in this field.
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International Commercial Arbitration

International Commercial Litigation

•

International commercial arbitration remains the most-used
mechanism for international dispute resolution, and was
used by 74% of respondents between 2016 and 2018.

•

•

More than 75% of respondents indicated that enforceability,
impartiality/neutrality and finality were absolutely crucial or
important factors in their choice of arbitration as a dispute
resolution mechanism.

More than 80% of users consider factors such as enforceability,
clarity in rules, neutrality/impartiality as important or
absolutely crucial in their choice of litigation as a dispute
resolution mechanism.

•

Less than 50% of users indicated that they were very satisfied
or somewhat satisfied with the speed and costs of litigation.

•

In their choice of international commercial courts, more
than 80% of respondents indicated that efficiency is an
important or absolutely crucial factor, but only 45% of
respondents were very satisfied or somewhat satisfied with
their experiences. International commercial courts have
an opportunity to enhance efficiency to increase their
attractiveness as a dispute resolution forum.

•

Arbitration remained the dispute resolution mechanism of
choice even as users expressed lowered satisfaction with
the speed and costs of arbitration.

International Commercial Mediation
•

•

•

•

In choosing international commercial mediation, more than
80% of users indicated impartiality/neutrality, speed and
confidentiality as absolutely crucial or important factors
influencing their choice.
International commercial mediation users did not rank
enforceability very highly on their list of reasons to mediate.
This may reflect the current lack of an internationally recognised
expedited enforcement mechanism. The new Singapore
Convention offers expedited enforceability mechanisms for
mediated settlement agreements. In the future, this may
attract current users of litigation and arbitration who value
enforceability.
In the choice of mediators, good ethics and dispute resolution
experience were most frequently rated as absolutely crucial
qualities by users. New regulatory developments such as the
Singapore Convention place the spotlight on professional
standards for mediation practice and this is congruent with
users’ priorities.
Client Users were more likely to recognise specific technologies
as extremely useful or useful compared to Legal Users.

Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanisms
•

Hybrid mechanisms have the potential to reduce the perceived
disadvantages of standalone arbitration or mediation.

•

Users indicated contractual obligations as the main reason
for selecting a hybrid dispute resolution mechanism.

•

Client Users are more open to selecting a hybrid process
than Legal Users.

•

Where preservation of parties’ business relationships,
efficiency and cost are important factors, users chose hybrid
mechanisms as opposed to standalone arbitration.

•

Where efficiency, cost and enforceability are important factors,
users chose hybrid mechanisms as opposed to standalone
mediation.
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Section 1 Introduction
The SIDRA International Dispute Resolution Survey Report
contains the findings of a cross-border, international survey that
examined why and how users make their choices in international
dispute resolution.
It begins with an overview of the approach and design of the
survey questionnaire followed by the respondent profile according
to user type, geographical region and legal system. The findings
are structured into six substantive sections, namely 1) how
choices are made about arbitration, mediation, litigation and
hybrid mechanisms, 2) investor-state dispute resolution, 3)
international commercial arbitration, 4) international commercial
mediation, 5) international commercial litigation and finally, 6)
hybrid dispute resolution mechanisms.
There are five aspects of the SIDRA Survey that make it unique.
First, it is 100% user-centric. All respondents are users and they
are identified either as Client Users (corporate executives and
in-house counsel) or Legal Users (lawyers and legal advisers)
who engage in cross-border commercial dispute resolution.
Views of neutrals, academics, institutional providers and other
non-user stakeholders are not represented in this survey and
so the data really speaks for the users.
Second, the views are based on user experiences and not just
preferences. Once respondents indicated that they had used
a particular dispute resolution process, they were then asked
to respond to a series of specific questions in relation to that
mechanism. If they did not have experience with a particular
process, the survey directed them to the next process category.

Third, the survey focuses on dispute resolution mechanisms
for cross-border disputes only, and not for domestic disputes.
International dispute resolution involves different considerations
compared to domestic settings and we did not want to confuse
the two.
Fourth, the survey has been distributed internationally in all
six official UN languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, French,
Spanish and Russian, with the help of our partners, PwC South
East Asia Consulting. In this way we wanted to reach a more
diverse selection of users compared to those who primarily
work in English.
Finally, we felt it was necessary to avoid examining any single
dispute resolution mechanism in isolation. Dispute resolution
developments are increasingly interconnected as the emergence
of hybrid dispute resolution and (international) court referrals
to mediation show.
The Report features the inimitable jacaranda tree – hardy
at its core yet ethereal with its stunning bursts of blossom
which transform the sky and lay a carpet of soft lilac on the
earth. According to an ancient Amazonian legend, Jacarandas
symbolise wisdom, knowledge and ethics. And so, with these
survey findings, we seek to share the insights of the hundreds
of lawyers and corporate decision-makers who responded to our
questionnaire. This is your collective wisdom. We thank you for
your significant contribution in helping us better understand the
international dispute resolution landscape and shape its future.
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Section 2 Approach and Design
In this survey we targeted responses from Client Users (corporate
executives and in-house counsel) and Legal Users (lawyers and
legal advisers) of dispute resolution mechanisms who had been
involved in international commercial disputes between the years
2016 and 2018.
The survey was designed with ‘user-centric’ questions to hone
in on Client Users’ and Legal Users’ actual decision-making
processes in relation to the use of different dispute resolution
mechanisms in international commercial disputes.
The questionnaire was disseminated globally in six official
United Nations languages (Arabic, Chinese, English, French,
Spanish and Russian) from January to July 2019 by PwC
South East Asia Consulting, with assistance from SIDRA. The
target respondents in this survey were Client Users (corporate
executives and in-house counsel) and Legal Users (lawyers and

legal advisers) who engaged in international commercial dispute
resolution from 2016-2018. We have used the dataset as it
stood in July 2019 with 304 respondents from 46 countries in
different parts of the world.
The data analysis in this Report covers summary statistics and
disaggregates responses in primarily two ways:
•

By user category: Client Users vs Legal Users; and

•

By dispute resolution mechanism: international commercial
arbitration, international commercial mediation, international
commercial litigation and hybrid dispute resolution mechanisms.

Data was also analysed according to the type of legal system of
the respondents. However, as the Report indicates, no significant
differences were found as between civil and common law
jurisdictions. Nevertheless some points of interest are noted.

3
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Section 3 Respondent Profile
The Respondent Profile of the survey is set out in this section.
Exhibit 3.1

Proportion of Respondents According to User
64%

Legal Users

36%

Client Users

The chart refers to the proportion of Legal User and Client Users among the respondents.

Among the 304 respondents, 64% were Legal Users (lawyers and legal advisers) and 36% were Client Users (corporate executives
and in-house counsel).
Exhibit 3.2

Proportion of Respondents by Region of Principal Operations
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Africa

Asia
(inc. Oceania)

Europe

Legal Users

Middle
East

North
America

South/Latin
America

Client Users

The chart refers to the proportion of respondents by region of principal operations,
distributed among Legal Users and Client Users.

Respondents operate or practice in all regions of the world, with the majority based in Asia.
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Exhibit 3.3

Proportion of Respondents by Legal Systems
Hybrid/Sharia

6%

Common Law

55%

39%

Civil Law

The chart refers to the proportion of respondents by legal systems.

Respondents come from different legal systems, with the majority from common law backgrounds (55%).

Exhibit 3.4

Classification of Country by Legal System
Country

Legal System

Country

Legal System

Country

Legal System

Australia

Common Law

Indonesia

Civil Law

Saudi Arabia

Sharia

Bangladesh

Common Law

Islamic Republic of Iran Sharia

Serbia

Civil Law

Belgium

Civil Law

Italy

Civil Law

Singapore

Common Law

Brazil

Civil Law

Japan

Civil Law

Slovakia

Civil Law

Cambodia

Civil Law

Kenya

Common Law

Slovenia

Civil Law

China

Civil Law

Lebanon

Hybrid

South Korea

Civil Law

Croatia

Civil Law

Malaysia

Hybrid

Switzerland

Civil law

Czech Republic

Civil Law

Mauritius

Hybrid

Thailand

Civil Law

Egypt

Hybrid

Myanmar

Common Law

The Netherlands

Civil Law

Fiji

Common Law

New Zealand

Common Law

Tunisia

Civil Law

France

Civil Law

Nigeria

Hybrid

Turkey

Civil Law

Germany

Civil Law

Philippines

Hybrid

United Arab Emirates

Hybrid

Ghana

Common Law

Poland

Civil Law

United Kingdom

Common Law

Hong Kong

Common Law

Romania

Civil Law

United States

Common Law

Hungary

Civil Law

Russian Federation

Civil Law

Vietnam

Civil Law

India

Common Law

Respondents come from 46 different countries from around the
world, and are distributed among common law, civil law, hybrid
and Sharia legal systems. The above table shows how countries’
legal systems were categorised for the purposes of the survey. A

majority of respondents from Asia are from Singapore, and we
recognise that the nature of the respondent profile in the inaugural
2019 data gathering exercise will influence the findings contained
in the pages that follow.
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Section 4 How Choices are Made about Arbitration, Mediation, Litigation and
Hybrid Mechanisms
At a Glance:
•

International commercial arbitration remained the dispute
resolution mechanism of choice among respondent users.

•

International commercial arbitration was more popular
among Legal Users than Client Users.

•

Respondents ranked enforceability, neutrality/impartiality
and cost as the top three most important factors in their
choice of a dispute resolution mechanism.

4.1

•

Legal Users ranked enforceability as the most important
consideration, whereas Client Users ranked neutrality/
impartiality as the most important factor in their choice
of a dispute resolution mechanism.

•

Comparing user satisfaction, a larger proportion of
mediation users were satisfied with speed and cost, as
compared to arbitration and litigation users.

Factors Influencing Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism

Exhibit 4.1.1

Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism
All Users

74%

International Commercial Arbitration

49%

International Commercial Litigation

27%

Hybrid Dispute Resolution

26%

International Commercial Mediation

Others (neutral evaluation, adjudication)

19%

The chart refers to the respondents’ choice of dispute resolution mechanism.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

4.1.1

International commercial arbitration remained the dispute resolution mechanism of choice selected by a large majority
of respondents, and was used by 74% of the respondents between 2016 and 2018. This was followed by international
commercial litigation (49%), hybrid mechanisms involving arbitration and mediation (27%) and international commercial
mediation (26%).
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Exhibit 4.1.2

Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism by Respondent User Profile
87%

International Commercial Arbitration

52%
58%

International Commercial Litigation

33%
30%

Hybrid Dispute Resolution

23%
International Commercial Mediation

Others (neutral evaluation, adjudication)

27%
23%
14%
28%

Legal Users
Client Users

The chart refers to the respondents’ choice of dispute resolution mechanism,
distributed among Legal Users and Client Users.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

4.1.2

International commercial arbitration was more popular among Legal Users as 87% of them selected arbitration as the
dispute resolution mechanism of choice. In contrast, only 52% of Client Users selected arbitration as their dispute resolution
mechanism of choice.

7
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Exhibit 4.1.3

Factors Influencing Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism
All Users

71%

Enforceability

56%

Neutrality/Impartiality

47%

Cost

39%

Speed

29%

Confidentiality and privacy

17%

Flexibility of process
Finality

14%

Transparency of process

14%

Others

5%

The chart refers to the respondents who ranked the factor as one of their top three considerations
when selecting a dispute resolution mechanism.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

4.1.3

In choosing a dispute resolution mechanism, respondents ranked enforceability (71%), neutrality/impartiality (56%), and
cost (47%) as the top three most important considerations. This was followed by speed (39%), confidentiality and privacy
(29%) and flexibility of process (17%). Fewest users ranked finality (14%) and transparency of process (14%) as among
their top three considerations influencing their choice of a dispute resolution mechanism.
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Exhibit 4.1.4

Factors Influencing Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism
by Respondent User Profile
80%

Enforceability

56%
54%

Neutrality/Impartiality

60%
44%

Cost

53%
40%

Speed

37%
28%

Confidentiality and privacy

30%
16%

Flexibility of process

18%
14%

Transparency of process

13%
13%

Finality

Others

15 %
5%
6%

Legal Users
Client Users

The chart refers to the factors influencing respondents’ choice of a dispute
resolution mechanism, distributed among Legal Users and Client Users.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

4.1.4

The chart shows that enforceability was considered more important for Legal Users in their choice of a dispute resolution
mechanism than for Client Users. Client Users ranked neutrality/impartiality as the most important consideration in selection
of a dispute resolution mechanism. With respect to cost, Client Users seem to be more mindful of costs in the selection
of a dispute resolution mechanism compared to Legal Users. Their top three considerations influencing their choice of a
dispute resolution mechanism.

9
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4.2

Comparing User Perspectives of Factor Importance and User Satisfaction

Exhibit 4.2.1

Importance Percentage Score

Comparing User Perspectives of Factor Importance
87%

85%

85% 86% 84%

67%

Enforceability

82%

80%
65%

Impartiality/Neutrality

Arbitration

85%
72%

Finality
Mediation

81%

78%
67%

Speed

72%

Cost

Litigation

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of a dispute resolution mechanism.

4.2.1

While enforceability, impartiality, finality, speed and cost were relevant to the selection of all dispute resolution mechanisms
surveyed, there were some notable differences.

4.2.2

For example, fewer mediation users (67%) ranked enforceability of outcome as an absolutely crucial or important factor,
compared to arbitration (87%) and litigation users (85%). This likely reflects the fact that mediation users do not expect
there to be an expedited enforceability mechanism to be available for mediation. Unlike foreign arbitral awards that may
benefit from the long-standing New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (the
‘New York Convention’),1 international mediated settlement agreements still lack an internationally recognised and effective
expedited enforcement mechanism. Mediation is more likely to be selected where users form the view that there will be a
high chance of compliance with a dispute resolution outcome. Conversely, where possible non-compliance with the outcome
of a dispute resolution process is a concern and enforcement mechanisms are therefore a priority, mediation is less likely
to be selected. It follows that the new Singapore Convention on Mediation (the ‘Singapore Convention’) – a mediation
convention equivalent to arbitration’s New York Convention – may influence user selection of dispute resolution processes
in the coming years. Fifty-two states, including the world’s two largest economies, the United States and China, and three
of the four largest economies in Asia, China, India and South Korea have signed the Convention, which will enable the
enforcement of mediated settlement agreements amongst the signatory countries. After the Convention comes into force
on 12 September 2020 and as more jurisdictions commit to it, it will offer a real alternative to current users of litigation
and arbitration for whom enforceability is a significant factor in dispute resolution forum selection.

4.2.3

Fewer mediation users (65%) also ranked finality as an absolutely crucial or important factor, compared to arbitration
(80%) and litigation users (82%). Mediation does not offer finality in the sense that parties may choose not to reach a
settlement agreement. Thus, where finality is an important factor, users are more likely to select a determinative forum
such as arbitration or litigation.

1

New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 21.3 U.S.T. 2517
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4.2.4

A large majority of users ranked speed as an absolutely crucial or important factor. 85% of mediation users ranked speed
as absolutely crucial or important, compared to arbitration (72%) and litigation users (78%). 81% of mediation users also
ranked cost as an absolutely crucial or important factor, compared to arbitration (67%) and litigation (72%). This reflects
the view that users expect that mediation will provide advantages in terms of speed and cost, as compared to arbitration
or litigation. Additionally, users may expect arbitration to be expensive and therefore, fewer ranked cost as an absolutely
crucial or important factor.

4.2.5

Impartiality/neutrality was the one factor which on average 85% of users considered absolutely crucial or important across
all dispute resolution mechanisms. This finding highlights the significance of the role and (where applicable) selection of
the third-party arbitrator, mediator, or adjudicator and the considerable weight that users attach to ethics. These themes
are examined elsewhere in the Report.2

Exhibit 4.2.2

Satisfaction Percentage Score

Comparing User Satisfaction
68%

65%
55% 56%

72%
59%

68%

65%

65%

55% 54%

48%

45%
30%

Enforceability

Impartiality/Neutrality
Arbitration

Finality
Mediation

25%

Speed

Cost

Litigation

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were “Very satisfied” and
“ Somewhat satisfied” with their choice of a dispute resolution mechanism.

4.2.6

The comparison of satisfaction levels across the dispute resolution mechanisms shows differences according to that specific
dispute resolution mechanism, especially in relation to speed and cost.

4.2.7

More than 50% of users were satisfied with enforceability and finality in litigation and mediation. In relation to mediation,
this finding seems to indicate that despite the lack of a harmonized enforcement framework, users were still satisfied
with enforceability of mediated settlement agreements, presumably due to high compliance rates. As such it confirms
the previous comments that mediation is more likely to be selected where users form the view that there will be a high
chance of compliance with the resulting settlement agreement. Here arbitration fared better, with 65% of users indicating
satisfaction with the enforceability and finality of arbitration.

4.2.8

When it comes to finality, users’ lower satisfaction levels in relation to mediation and litigation may have been influenced
by mediation procedures that did not result in settlement, as well as court outcomes that were the subject of appeal. Again,
arbitration boasts greater user satisfaction levels here with 65% of users being either very satisfied or somewhat satisfied
with the finality of foreign arbitral awards.

2

See Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitrator at Exhibit 6.3.1 and Factors Influencing Choice of Mediator at Exhibit 7.3.1, where good ethics ranked
highly in users’ rankings.
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In relation to impartiality and neutrality, satisfaction with international litigation (59%) ranks lower than that of arbitration
(68%) and mediation (72%). This may stem from greater flexibility with regards to the choice of arbitrator and mediator
in arbitration and mediation.

4.2.10 With respect to speed and cost, mediation enjoys more favorable reviews (68% of users were satisfied with the speed of
mediation and 65% with its cost) as compared to litigation (speed 45%; cost 48%) and arbitration (speed 30%; cost 25%).
4.2.11 Taking a deeper dive into the issue of costs, the next graph shows the differentiated responses of Legal Users and Client
Users in relation to costs as a factor in the selection of a dispute resolution mechanism.
Exhibit 4.2.3

ARBITRATION

2.07 2.14

LEGAL USERS

MEDIATION

1.64 2.32

LEGAL USERS

COURTS

2.08 2.28

Comparing User Perspectives of Cost

LEGAL USERS

30%

CLIENT USERS

41%

25%

49%

23%

19%

44%

9%

41%

8%

50%
Important

8%

21%

28%

Absolutely crucial

6%

48%

25%

CLIENT USERS

2%2%

23%

43%

CLIENT USERS

7% 4%

18%

Neither

14%

Not Important

5%

3% 6%

Irrelevant

ARBITRATION

2.13

LEGAL USERS

3.02

CLIENT USERS

MEDIATION

1.88 2.34

LEGAL USERS

LITIGATION

2.75 2.55

The chart refers to the respondents who rated the importance of costs in
their choice of arbitration, mediation and litigation.

LEGAL USERS

7%
5%

16%

41%

26%

42%

30%

12%
8%

CLIENT USERS
Very Satisfied

14%

32%
44%

CLIENT USERS

15%
28%

39%

12%

24%

44%
Neither

4%

19%

4%

33%

31%
Somewhat Satisfied

6%

30%

Somewhat Dissatisfied

The chart refers to the respondents who rated their satisfaction with costs
in their choice of arbitration, mediation and litigation.

14%
11%
Not Satisfied

2%
6%
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4.2.12 A majority of respondents, both Legal Users and Client Users, rated cost as an ‘absolutely crucial’ and ‘important’ consideration
in their choice of dispute resolution mechanisms. Most noticeable here is the weight that Client Users attached to costs in
relation to selecting mediation. Here, 44% of Client Users (compared to 23% of Legal Users) rated costs as an ‘absolutely
crucial’ consideration in the selection of mediation – in other words, almost twice as many clients as lawyers considered
costs a crucial factor in selecting mediation. Further, 48% of Client Users (compared to 43% of Legal Users) rated costs
as an ‘important’ consideration in the selection of mediation. Thus, a staggering 88% of Client Users considered costs as
‘absolutely crucial’ and ‘important’ in their selection of mediation. This is important information for lawyers to bear in mind
when advising clients on a dispute resolution mechanism that addresses their interests.
4.2.13 Generally, Legal Users and Client Users were most satisfied with regards to costs in mediation, compared to litigation and
arbitration. 62% of Legal Users and 72% of Client Users indicated being ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with costs
in mediation. Whereas, 51% of Legal Users and 39% of Client Users indicated being ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’
with costs in litigation, and only 23% of Legal Users and 31% of Client Users indicated being ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat
satisfied’ with costs in arbitration. In particular, 72% of Client Users indicated being ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’
with costs in mediation. Therefore, it appears that mediation is by far the leading choice of dispute resolution in respect
of costs, especially for Client Users.

4.3

Factor Importance vs Satisfaction in Choice of Arbitration, Litigation and Mediation

4.3.1

The quadrant charts presented below are helpful to understand the difference between factor importance (respondents’
rating of importance of a specific factor) and respondents’ satisfaction (respondents’ rating of satisfaction of a specific
factor) with regards to the choice of arbitration, mediation and litigation as a dispute resolution mechanism.

Exhibit 4.3.1

Factor Importance vs Satisfaction with Choice of Arbitration
Average Satisfaction Score

High Importance
High Satisfaction
Impartiality/Neutrality

High Importance
Low Satisfaction

Enforceability

Finality

Average Importance Score

Importance Score of factors in
choice of Arbitration

90%

75%

Speed
Flexibility in choice of seat/
institutions/venues/arbitrators
Cost

Confidentiality

Low Importance
Low Satisfaction

60%
20%

Flexibility of processes

Low Importance
High Satisfaction

55%

90%

Satisfaction Score of factors in choice of Arbitration
Note: X-axis plots the top 2 box satisfaction percentage score for each factor.
Y-axis plots the top 2 box importance percentage score for each factor.

The chart compares the respondents’ ratings of importance vs. satisfaction of factors in choice of arbitration.
Note:

Importance Percentage Score refers to the top 2 box score, i.e., the percentage of respondents who indicated the considerations behind
the selection of Arbitration were “Absolutely Crucial” and “Important”. Satisfaction Percentage Score refers to the top 2 box score, i.e., the
percentage of respondents who indicated they were “Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with factors used in the selection of Arbitration.
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4.3.2

In their choice of arbitration, respondents rated ‘enforceability’, ‘impartiality/neutrality’ and ‘finality’ as high in importance
(rated above 75% in importance scores) and high in satisfaction (rated above 55% in satisfaction scores). Respondents
indicated ‘enforceability’ (87%), ‘impartiality/neutrality’ (85%) and ‘finality’ (80%) as high in importance, and also high in
satisfaction (65%, 68% and 65% respectively). Despite their location in the ‘high/high’ quadrant, there exists a discrepancy
in the percentage amounts between respondents’ importance scores and satisfaction scores for these three factors, which
suggests that users’ expectations and experiences are not entirely aligned.

4.3.3

Additionally, respondents expressed high satisfaction with factors such as ‘flexibility in choice of seat/institutions/venues/
arbitrators’ (69%), ‘confidentiality’ (69%) and ‘flexibility of processes’ (63%), although they were rated lower in importance
(73%, 69% and 62% respectively). The discrepancy between the importance and scores and satisfaction scores for these
three factors are narrow, indicating an alignment of users’ expectations with experience.

4.3.4

Respondents rated ‘speed’ (30%) and ‘cost’ (25%) as low in satisfaction. While ‘speed’ and ‘cost’ were also rated as lower
importance factors (72% and 67% respectively), the discrepancy between importance scores and satisfaction scores is
quite wide. Therefore, while users of arbitration are pragmatic in their choice of arbitration, with lowered expectations in
respect of speed and cost, nevertheless, as respondents reported markedly low satisfaction scores with ‘speed’ and ‘cost’,
there is certainly room for improvement. Institutions such as the Singapore International Arbitration Centre (‘SIAC’) have
taken strides towards transparency, by releasing a costs and duration study,3 and they have also implemented innovative
procedures such as early dismissal, emergency procedure and expedited procedure which will enable parties to achieve
greater savings in time and costs in arbitral proceedings.

Exhibit 4.3.2

Factor Importance vs Satisfaction with Choice of Mediation
Average Satisfaction Score

High Importance
Low Satisfaction

Speed

Impartiality/Neutrality

Confidentiality
Flexibility of processes

Cost

Clarity in rules and procedures

75%

High Importance
High Satisfaction

Average Importance Score

Importance Score of factors in
choice of Arbitration

90%

Flexibility in choice of seat/
institutions/venues/mediators

Enforceability
Finality
Low Importance
Low Satisfaction

60%
50%

Low Importance
High Satisfaction
70%

90%

Satisfaction Score of factors in choice of Arbitration
Note: X-axis plots the top 2 box satisfaction percentage score for each factor.
Y-axis plots the top 2 box importance percentage score for each factor.

The chart compares the respondents’ ratings of importance vs. satisfaction of factors in choice of mediation.
Note: Importance Percentage Score refers to the top 2 box score, i.e., the percentage of respondents who indicated the considerations behind
the selection of Mediation were “Absolutely Crucial” and “Important”. Satisfaction Percentage Score refers to the top 2 box score, i.e., the
percentage of respondents who indicated they were “Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with factors used in the selection of Mediation.

3

SIAC Costs and Duration Study 2016.
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4.3.5

In their choice of mediation, respondents rated ‘impartiality/neutrality’, ‘confidentiality’ and ‘flexibility of processes’ as high
in importance (rated above 78% in importance scores) and high in satisfaction (rated above 66% in satisfaction scores).
Respondents indicated ‘impartiality/neutrality’ (86%), ‘confidentiality’ (83%) and ‘flexibility of processes’ (82%) as high
in importance, and also high in satisfaction (72%, 73% and 73% respectively). With the close gap in the percentage
amounts of respondents’ importance and satisfaction scores, this shows a close alignment of user experience in respect of
these three factors.

4.3.6

Additionally, respondents rated ‘flexibility of processes’ (73%) and ‘flexibility in choice of seat/institutions/venues/mediators’
(72%) as high in satisfaction, and their importance scores are 82% and 77% respectively. This demonstrates respondents’
overall satisfaction with mediation as a highly flexible dispute resolution mechanism.

4.3.7

Respondents ranked ‘clarity in rules and procedures’ (76%), ‘enforceability’ (67%) and ‘finality’ (65%) as lower in
importance, and respondents also reflected lower satisfaction (60%, 55% and 55% in respect of each factor respectively).
There is a discrepancy between importance and satisfaction percentage scores for ‘clarity in rules and procedures’. This
suggests that increased clarity in rules and procedures in international mediation, while maintaining procedural flexibility,
would be appreciated by users. Additionally, the Singapore Convention will probably have an impact on the perception of
respondents regarding enforceability and finality of mediated settlement agreements in cross-border mediation.

4.3.8

While ‘speed’ (85%) and ‘cost’ (81%) were ranked as high importance factors in their choice of mediation, respondents
reflected average satisfaction scores (68% for speed and 65% for cost respectively). This demonstrates that further
improvements can be made. At the same time, mediation still enjoys favorable reviews from users regarding speed and
costs, compared with arbitration and litigation. While 68% (speed) and 65% (costs) of users indicated they were ‘very
satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ in their choice of mediation, only 30% (speed) and 25% (costs) of users indicated they
were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ in their choice of arbitration, and only 45% (speed) and 48% (costs) of users
indicated they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ in their choice of litigation.

Exhibit 4.3.3

Factor Importance vs Satisfaction with Choice of Litigation
Average Satisfaction Score

High Importance
High Satisfaction

High Importance
Low Satisfaction

Finality
80%

Enforceability
Clarity in rules...
Neutrality/
Impartiality

Average Importance Score

Importance Score of factors in
choice of Arbitration

100%

Speed
Cost

Low Importance
Low Satisfaction

60%
30%

Low Importance
High Satisfaction
55%

80%

Satisfaction Score of factors in choice of Litigation
Note: X-axis plots the top 2 box satisfaction percentage score for each factor.
Y-axis plots the top 2 box importance percentage score for each factor.

The chart compares the respondents’ ratings of importance vs. satisfaction of factors in choice of litigation.
Note: Importance Percentage Score refers to the top 2 box score, i.e., the percentage of respondents who indicated the considerations behind
the selection of Litigation were “Absolutely Crucial” and “Important”. Satisfaction Percentage Score refers to the top 2 box score, i.e., the
percentage of respondents who indicated they were “Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with factors used in the selection of Litigation.
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In their choice of litigation, respondents rated ‘enforceability’, ‘clarity in rules and procedures’ and ‘neutrality/impartiality’
as high in importance (rated above 80% in importance scores) and high in satisfaction (rated above 55% in satisfaction
scores). Respondents indicated ‘enforceability’ (85%), ‘clarity in rules and procedures’ (85%) and ‘neutrality/impartiality’
(84%) as high in importance, and also high in satisfaction (56%, 61% and 59% respectively).

4.3.10 At the same time, there exists a discrepancy in the percentage amounts between respondents’ importance scores and
satisfaction scores. Like arbitration, ‘speed’ (78%) and ‘cost’ (72%) were rated as low importance considerations, and
respondents also reflected low satisfaction in these two factors (45% for speed and 48% for cost respectively). This shows
that both users of litigation and arbitration are pragmatic in their expectations in respect of ‘speed’ and ‘cost’. Nevertheless,
improvements can and should be made towards increasing user satisfaction.
4.3.11 Further, while 85% of users ranked enforceability as an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factor, respondents’ satisfaction
score for enforceability (56%) is just above the average satisfaction score, indicating borderline satisfaction. In addition,
while 82% of users ranked finality as an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factor, respondents’ satisfaction scores were
average (54%). The findings reveal that users’ expectations and experiences are not entirely aligned and further reform
has to be undertaken to increase users’ satisfaction with the enforceability and finality of litigation as a dispute resolution
mechanism. In this regard, the establishment of international commercial courts, such as the Singapore International
Commercial Court (‘SICC’), will be a welcome development and we may see satisfaction among users increase in the future
as more parties avail themselves of forums like the SICC.
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Section 5 Investor-State Dispute Resolution
At a Glance:
•

Almost half of the users who responded to our survey
indicated they had been involved in investor-state or
multi-lateral investment disputes between 2016 and
2018.

•

International arbitration was the dispute settlement
mechanism of choice with a majority of users opting for
institutional or ad hoc arbitration to resolve investor-state
disputes.

5.1

•

Users selected enforceability, political sensitivity and
impartiality as the top three factors influencing their choice
of a dispute resolution mechanism in investor-state disputes.

•

Despite the dominance of arbitration in this field, users
indicated an openness to selecting other dispute settlement
mechanisms in investor-state matters such as litigation
and mediation.

•

Users’ responses suggest the need for reform in this field.

Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism in Investor-State Disputes

Exhibit 5.1.1

Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism
All Users

82%

Institutional arbitration

52%

Ad hoc arbitration

23%

International Court

22%

Local Court
Ad hoc mediation
Institutional mediation
Hybrid
Others

14%
7%
6%
4%

The chart refers to the respondents’ usage of dispute resolution mechanism in investor-State Disputes.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

5.1.1

4
5

The most used dispute resolution mechanism for investor-state disputes was institutional arbitration (82%) followed by ad
hoc arbitration (52%). Even with the challenges and criticism of international investment arbitration, arbitration remains
the dispute settlement mechanism of choice for resolving investor-state disputes.4 This is not surprising as out of more
than 2000 bilateral or multilateral investment treaties in force,5 the majority provide for institutional or ad hoc arbitration
for resolving international investment disputes. The International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (‘ICSID’)
is the leading international arbitration institution devoted to investor-state dispute settlement. Arbitration institutions have
also formulated rules to govern investor-state disputes. For instance, SIAC launched the SIAC Investment Rules in 2017.
With respect to ad hoc arbitration, the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules have been widely used in investor-state disputes.

While the term ‘dispute resolution’ is used primarily throughout this Report, in this section it is used interchangeably with ‘dispute settlement’ to reflect the
terminology of ‘investor-state dispute settlement’ (ISDS).
This number is taken from Investment Policy Hub of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), available at
www.investmentpolicy.unctad.org
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5.1.2

Despite arbitration’s dominance in investor-state dispute resolution, other dispute settlement mechanisms also come into
play. Users’ experience shows that international courts (23%) and local courts (22%) were next in line in terms of usage,
followed by mediation and hybrid dispute resolution mechanisms. Ad hoc mediation (14%) was more frequently used
compared to institutional mediation (7%). This may reflect the fact that mediation occurs on an ad hoc basis within the
framework of institutional arbitration.

Point of Interest
Mediation and other non-adversarial dispute settlement
mechanisms are slowly but surely increasing their status in
multilateral and bilateral investment treaties. The European
Union (the ‘EU’) has been actively promoting non-adversarial
dispute settlement means in its recent free trade and
investment agreements. By way of example, chapter 3 of the
EU-Singapore Investment Protection Agreement, which was
signed on 19 October 2018 and at the time of writing has not
come into force, provides for mediation as one of the voluntary
mechanisms that is available for resolving investor-state
disputes. Similarly, the EU-Vietnam Investment Protection

Agreement, which was signed on 30 June 2019 and at the
time of writing has not come into force, provides for mediation
as a voluntary means for settlement of investment disputes.
The adoption of the Singapore Convention can potentially
accelerate the use of mediation as a flexible alternative to
arbitration and increase the number of mediated cases in
this field. The use of mediation and other non-adversarial
dispute settlement mechanisms will largely depend on the
type of incentives or requirements attached to such dispute
settlement mechanisms in investment treaties.

Exhibit 5.1.2

Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

Legal Users

Institutional
arbitration

60%

Ad hoc
mediation

47%

Ad hoc
arbitration

33%

Institutional
arbitration
Ad hoc
arbitration

22%
22%

27%

Local Court

International
Court

27%

Ad hoc
mediation

20%

Hybrid
Others

13%
7%

55%

International
Court

Institutional
mediation

Local Court

85%

9%

Institutional
mediation

4%

Hybrid

4%

Others

3%

The charts refer to Client Users and Legal Users’ usage of dispute resolution mechanisms in Investor-State Disputes.
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5.1.3

There are some notable differences in the choice of dispute settlement mechanism based on respondent profile.

5.1.4

Ad hoc mediation was the second most used dispute settlement means for Client Users (47%) for resolving investor-state
disputes, in contrast to Legal Users (9%), who selected ad hoc mediation only as their fifth choice. This can be explained
by a combination of reasons. Client Users generally prioritise the maintenance of a business relationship with host states.
Further, ad hoc mediation can offer flexibility, particularly with respect to confidentiality of negotiations before a dispute
escalates to the point when an investor needs to resort to arbitration or litigation. The findings may also suggest that
Client Users are more cautious than Legal Users regarding the costs of investment dispute settlement. For Legal Users,
non-adversarial mechanisms do not have the same significance as Client Users – their top choice of dispute settlement
mechanism was arbitration, followed by litigation.

Exhibit 5.1.3

Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism by Legal Users
under Different Legal Systems
Most Commonly used Dispute Resolution Mechanism: Common Law

84%

Institutional arbitration
Ad hoc arbitration

52%
23%

International Court
Local Court
Ad hoc mediation
Institutional mediation
Hybrid Dispute
Resolution Mechanism

20%
14%
7%
2%

The chart refer to Legal Users’ usage of dispute resolution mechainsm in Investor-State Disputes,
distributed among Common Law and Civil Law legal systems.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%
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Exhibit 5.1.3 (continued from previous page)

Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism by Legal Users
under Different Legal Systems
Most Commonly used Dispute Resolution Mechanism: Civil Law
Institutional arbitration

87%
59%

Ad hoc arbitration
Local Court

24%

International Court

24%

Hybrid Dispute
Resolution Mechanism

7%

Others

7%

Ad hoc mediation

2%

Institutional mediation

2%

The chart refer to Legal Users’ usage of dispute resolution mechainsm in Investor-State Disputes,
distributed among Common Law and Civil Law legal systems.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

5.1.5

Consistent with the overall findings of the survey, there was no significant difference between responses from Legal Users
from civil and common law jurisdictions with institutional and ad hoc arbitration being the dispute resolution mechanism
of choice in both types of legal system.

5.1.6

However, in relation to civil law jurisdictions, Client Users indicated they used, in order of frequency, ad hoc mediation,
local courts, and institutional mediation for resolving investor-state disputes. This finding is in contrast to Legal Users
who indicated they used institutional arbitration, ad hoc arbitration, and local court as their top three dispute settlement
mechanisms. Given the small number of respondents for this question, the findings are only indicative and a visual has not
been included in the Report. At the same time, they highlight a potentially greater role for mediation in this space.
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Factors Influencing Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism in Investor-State Disputes

Exhibit 5.2.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism
All Users

65%

Enforceability

53%

Impartiality

38%

Political sensitivity

35%

Transparency of process

19%

Finality

17%

Confidentiality and privacy

11%

Cost
Speed
Flexibility of process
Others

9%
8%
6%

The chart refers to the factors influencing respondents’ choice of dispute
resolution mechanism in Investor-State Disputes.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

5.2.1

In selecting a dispute resolution mechanism for investor-state disputes, the top three factors were ‘enforceability’ (65%),
‘impartiality’ (53%) and ‘political sensitivity’ (38%), followed closely by ‘transparency of process’ (35%).
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5.2.2

‘Enforceability’ was the main factor for users in selecting a dispute resolution mechanism in investor-state disputes.
Investment arbitration enjoys a nearly universal framework for enforcement of arbitration awards, which is provided under
the ICSID Convention for ICSID arbitration awards and the New York Convention for non-ICSID arbitration awards. These
treaties have played a significant role in consolidating arbitration’s position as the dispute settlement mechanism of choice
for investor-state disputes. However, users’ perception of the enforceability of investment arbitration awards will be likely
impacted in the near future by the Achmea judgment rendered in 2018 by the Court of Justice of the European Union (the
‘CJEU’).6 In this judgment, the court ruled that the dispute resolution clause specified in the bilateral investment treaty
between the Netherlands and Slovakia providing arbitration as a means to settle investment disputes was incompatible
with EU law. This incompatibility will also have an impact on the enforcement of awards in the EU rendered under intra-EU
bilateral investment treaties.

Point of Interest
On 15 January 2019, the EU Member States made
declarations on the legal consequences of the Achmea
judgment, by which the EU Member States unanimously
declared that investment arbitration arising out of intra-EU
bilateral investment treaties was incompatible with EU law.
The declarations also specified that the EU Member States
would terminate intra-EU bilateral investment treaties. On
24 October 2019, the European Commission announced
that the EU Member States had reached an agreement on

a plurilateral treaty regarding the termination of the existing
intra-EU bilateral investment treaties. A draft version of this
plurilateral treaty reveals that the EU Member States intend
to terminate the sunset clauses specified in intra-EU bilateral
investment treaties as well. It remains to be seen what effect
this treaty will have on investor-state arbitration practice.
However, it is clear that the existing framework of investment
arbitration in the EU will soon come to an end

5.2.3

35% of users selected ‘transparency of process’ as a main factor in the selection of arbitration for resolving investor-state
disputes. This finding echoes a shift towards more transparency in investor-state dispute settlement. In 2014, the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law (‘UNCITRAL’) launched the UNCITRAL Rules on Transparency in Treaty-based
Investor-State Arbitration (the ‘Transparency Rules’). Recent investment treaties also contain provisions on transparency
in arbitration proceedings. For instance, Annex 8 of the EU-Singapore Investment Protection Agreement provides rules
regarding public access to documents and hearings. Article 2 of Annex 8 specifies that the tribunal shall conduct hearings
open to the public. With respect to amicus curiae submissions, Article 3 of Annex 8 provides that the tribunal may allow
non-disputing parties to make written submissions after consultations with the disputing parties. Similarly, Article 31.2
of the Investment Chapter of the Singapore-China Free Trade Agreement Upgrade Protocol provides that subject to the
agreement between the disputing parties, the tribunal may conduct an arbitration hearing open to the public.

5.2.4

Only 9% of users rated ‘speed’, and 11% of users rated ‘cost’ as a main factor in the choice of dispute resolution mechanism
for investor-state disputes. As with arbitration generally,7 these findings suggest that users are well aware of the duration
and costs involved in investment arbitration. Given that investor-state disputes usually involve complex legal and factual
issues, arbitration proceedings are usually lengthy and costly affairs. In 2018, the ICSID Secretariat published a working
paper, which analysed the duration of arbitration proceedings.8 The average length of the cases that were concluded with
an arbitration award in the period of January 1, 2015 - June 30, 2017 was 3 years and 7 months. The ICSID Secretariat
identified a number of factors that had an impact on the duration of those cases, including the arbitrators’ appointment
process, parties’ written submissions, and issuance of awards. A study carried out by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (‘OECD’) reveals that average costs for claimants amount to USD 8 million.9 The length of
arbitration proceedings and corresponding costs may help explain why Client Users ranked ad hoc mediation as their second
most preferred way for resolving investor-state disputes after international arbitration.

6
7
8
9

C-284/16, Slovak Republic v. Achmea B.V., 2018.
See Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitration at Exhibit 6.1.1 where speed and cost ranked 5th and 7th respectively among ‘absolutely crucial’ and ‘important’
considerations in selection of arbitration as a dispute resolution mechanism.
The ICSID Secretariat, Proposals for Amendment of the ICSID Rules – Working Paper, Volume 3, 2 August 2018. Available at: www.icsid.worldbank.org
David Gaukrodger and Kathryn Gordon, Investor-State Dispute Settlement: A Scoping Paper for the Investment, Policy Community OECD Working Papers on
International Investment 2012/03. Available at: www.oecd-ilibrary.org
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Point of Interest
The extraordinarily high costs of investor-state arbitration
have also encouraged another development. In recent years,
investment companies have started financing the legal costs of
investor-state disputes, and these investment companies are
known as ‘third-party funders’. Third-party funding has raised
various concerns, including concerns pertaining to conflicts
of interest and security for costs. International arbitration
institutions’ rules and recent bilateral investment treaties
have provided rules pertaining to third-party funding. For
instance, Rule 24(L) of the SIAC Investment Rules specifies
that the tribunal shall have the power to order disclosure

of the existence of a party’s third-party arrangement and the
identity of the third-party funder. Article 3.1(f) of Chapter 3
of the EU-Singapore Investment Protection Agreement defines
third-party funding as funding that is provided by a natural/
legal person that is not a party to the dispute to finance part
or all of the costs of the proceedings. Article 3.8 of Annex 3 of
the EU-Singapore Investment Protection Agreement provides
that any disputing party benefiting from third party funding
shall notify the other disputing party and the tribunal of the
name and address of the third-party funder.

Exhibit 5.2.2

Factors Influencing Choice of Dispute Resolution Mechanism by
Respondent User Profile
Client Users

Legal Users

67%

Enforceability

47%

Impartiality
Transparency
of process

40%

Political
sensitivity

27%

Transparency
of process

Political
sensitivity

27%

Finality

20%

54%

Impartiality

Flexibility
of process

Speed

65%

Enforceability

Confidentiality
and privacy

Confidentiality
and privacy

13%

Cost

Finality

13%

Speed

39%
34%
20%
17%
12%
7%

Cost

7%

Flexibility
of process

5%

Others

7%

Others

5%

The charts refer to factors influencing Client Users and Legal Users’ choice of
dispute resolution mechanism in Investor-State Disputes.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%
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5.2.5

Consistent with the overall user findings, ‘enforceability’ (Client Users 67% and Legal Users 65%) and ‘impartiality’ (Client
Users 47% and Legal Users 54%) were the top two factors that users took into account in the selection of a dispute resolution
mechanism for investor-state disputes. Client Users selected ‘transparency of process’ (40%) and ‘flexibility of process’
(27%) and Legal Users selected ‘political sensitivity’ (39%) and ‘transparency of process’ (34%) as their third and fourth
main considerations respectively. Only 5% of Legal Users indicated that ‘flexibility of process’ was a main factor. This can
be explained by the fact that Legal Users have more familiarity with the procedural complexities of investor-state dispute
settlement. With respect to other factors, few users considered ‘speed’ (Client Users 20% and Legal Users 7%) and ‘cost’
(Client Users 7% and Legal Users 12%) as main considerations. The higher percentage of Client Users identifying speed
as a relevant consideration (20%) compared to Legal Users (7%) reflects Client Users’ interests in resolving their disputes
quickly and getting back to business, whilst Legal Users may have increased awareness of the time required to resolve
complex investor-state disputes.

5.3

Improving the Dispute Resolution Process for Investor-State Disputes

Exhibit 5.3.1

Improving the Dispute Resolution Process
All Users
Dispute resolution
by neutral body

77%

Investment protection agreement
between states

75%

Increase pool of experts in
investor-state disputes

73%
52%

Ability to use mediation

51%

Appeals mechanism

47%

Ability to use hybrid process

40%

Inclusion of other stakeholders
Others

16%

The chart refers to the respondents who said developments were “Extremely Useful” and “Useful”
in improving the dispute resolution process for Investor-State Disputes.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

5.3.1

Even though arbitration remains the dispute resolution mechanism of choice in investor-state disputes, the need for reform
in this area is apparent from users’ replies. 77% of the respondents indicated that the creation of a neutral dispute resolution
body would be ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’. This is in line with current debates on the establishment of a permanent
multilateral investment court. 75% of the respondents ranked investment protection agreements between states as an
‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’ development to improve the dispute resolution process. This may indicate the need to improve
the drafting language of bilateral and multilateral investment treaties. Other examples that respondents found ‘extremely
useful’ or ‘useful’ included an increased pool of experts in investor-state disputes (73%), the ability to use mediation (52%),
the ability to use hybrid processes (47%), and the existence of an appeals mechanism (51%), all of which coincide with
recent initiatives to reform international investment law and dispute resolution.
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Point of Interest
As the chart shows, 77% of the respondents indicated that
the creation of a neutral dispute resolution body would be
‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’. UNCITRAL Working Group III
(‘UNCITRAL WG III’) undertakes substantive work in the field of
international investment law and arbitration. On 18 January
2019, the EU and its Member States made a submission to
UNCITRAL WG III regarding the establishment of a standing
multilateral investment court.10 The EU and its Member
States proposed a two-level standing multilateral investment
court – a first instance tribunal and an appellate mechanism.
With respect to the composition of a first instance tribunal,
adjudicators will be employed on a full-time basis and their
independence will be guaranteed by a long-term non-renewable
term of office and a transparent appointment process. As for
the issue of enforcement, the submission proposed that the
instrument creating a standing multilateral investment court
should also guarantee an enforcement procedure, which will
not be subject to review at domestic level.
Investor-state dispute settlement frameworks have also
been incorporated into investment agreements. Article 3.9
of chapter 3 of the EU-Singapore Investment Protection
Agreement establishes a tribunal of first instance which will be
composed of six members – two members will be nominated
by the EU, two members will be nominated by Singapore,
and the rest of the two members will be nominated jointly
by the EU and Singapore. The members will be appointed
for an eight-year term. As the EU-Singapore Investment
Protection Agreement has not come into force yet, it remains
to be seen how this mechanism will operate in practice. In
another example, Article 35.8 of the Investment Chapter of
the Singapore-China Free Trade Agreement Upgrade Protocol
provides that if an appellate mechanism is developed in the
future, the parties will consider whether awards rendered
under this agreement should be subject to that appellate
mechanism. This shows that even though a standing
appellate mechanism has not been established, states are
already foreseeing a possibility to provide such an appellate
mechanism in investment treaties.
UNCITRAL WG III has also been working on the use of nonadversarial dispute settlement means, such as mediation,
negotiation, and conciliation in dispute prevention and
mitigation between states and investors.11 It has been noted

10
11
12
13
14

that non-adversarial dispute settlement means are less timeconsuming, offer greater flexibility and preserve the long-term
relationship between investors and states. For instance, the
Government of Indonesia, in its submission to the UNCITRAL
WG III, suggested mandatory mediation, after the exhaustion
of the consultation process, as a way out to prevent a dispute
from escalating into a legal dispute which can be costly and
damaging to the disputing parties’ relationship.12 The UNCITRAL
WG III has been actively discussing legal questions such as the
amendment of old-generation treaty provisions regarding prearbitration requirements, time-frames for amicable solutions,
and the inclusion of mandatory mediation in treaties as a
prerequisite to arbitration.
With respect to the use of mediation in investor-state disputes,
the EU-Singapore Investment Protection Agreement provides
a structured framework for the use of mediation. Annex 6
provides a set of procedural rules applicable to mediation,
such as the initiation of mediation procedure, appointment of
the mediator, timeframe of mediation, and the implementation
of a mutually agreed solution. One of the interesting points
under this agreement is the role of the mediator. Article 4.3
of Annex 6 provides that the mediator may offer advice and
propose a solution for consideration of the disputing parties
who may accept or reject the proposed solution or may agree
on a different solution. As it is clear from this provision, the
role of the mediator goes beyond facilitating negotiations
between disputing parties. Annex 7 of the agreement also
provides a code of conduct applicable to the tribunal, appeal
tribunal and mediators appointed under this agreement, which
is a novel feature of investment treaties. Additionally, ICSID
published its mediation rules in February 2020.13 These will
be the first institutional mediation rules designed specifically
for investment disputes. At the time of writing, the ICSID
member states have not approved the proposed mediation rules.
The investor-state dispute resolution landscape is undergoing
a variety of reforms. Investors and states can now choose
to use a variety of dispute settlement mechanisms in their
investment agreements, with non-adversarial means gaining
prominence. In particular, mediation is likely to play a bigger
role in the resolution of international investment disputes, in
light of the ratification of the Singapore Convention.14

Submission from the EU and its Member States, dated 18 January 2019, A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.159/Add.1.
UNCITRAL WG III, thirty-ninth session, 30 March – 3 April 2020, A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.190.
Submission of the Government of Indonesia, 29 October 2018, A/CN.9/WG.III/WP.156.
Proposals for Amendment of the ICSID Rules, Working Paper #4, Volume #1. Available at: www.icsid.worldbank.org
The Singapore Convention will enter into force on 12 September 2020.
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Exhibit 5.3.2

Improving the Dispute Resolution Process by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

93%

Increase pool of experts in investor-state disputes
Appeals mechanism

80%

Investment protection agreement between states

80%

Dispute resolution by neutral body

80%

Ability to use mediation

80%
67%

Ability to use hybrid process

60%

Inclusion of other stakeholders
Others

20%

The chart refers to the Client Users who rated developments were “Extremely Useful” and
“Useful” in improving the dispute resolution process for Investor-State Disputes.

Legal Users

77%

Dispute resolution by neutral body

74%

Investment protection agreement between states

70%

Increase pool of experts in investor-state disputes
Ability to use mediation

48%

Appeals mechanism

47%
44%

Ability to use hybrid process

37%

Inclusion of other stakeholders
Others

15%

The chart refers to the Legal Users who rated developments were “Extremely Useful” and
“Useful” in improving the dispute resolution process for Investor-State Disputes.
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5.3.2

An overwhelming 93% of Client Users considered increasing the pool of experts as an ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’ move.
70% of Legal Users held the same view. 80% of Client Users equally considered an ‘appeals mechanism’, ‘investment
protection agreement between states’, ‘dispute resolution by neutral body’ and ‘ability to use mediation’ as ‘extremely
useful’ or ‘useful’ developments to improve the dispute resolution process. Legal Users considered ‘dispute resolution by
a neutral body’ (77%) and an ‘investment protection agreement between states’ (74%) as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’
improvements.

5.3.3

While 80% of Client Users ranked ‘appeals mechanism’ as ‘extremely useful’ or ’useful’, only 47% of Legal Users did the
same. The discrepancy can conceivably be explained by Legal Users’ scepticism regarding the efficiency of an appeals
mechanism. While an appeals mechanism can certainly contribute towards the consistency and legitimacy of investment
arbitration, it may cause more delays and inefficiency in dispute settlement. Furthermore, 80% of Client Users ranked ‘ability
to use mediation’ as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’ while only 48% of Legal Users thought ‘ability to use mediation’ would be
‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’. This finding seems to reflect Client Users’ general desire to maintain business relationships
with host states and to avoid lengthy and expensive arbitration proceedings, compared with Legal Users’ familiarity and
level of comfort with arbitration and their lack thereof in relation to mediation.
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Section 6 International Commercial Arbitration
At a Glance:
•

•

6.1

International commercial arbitration remains the mostused mechanism for international dispute resolution,
and was used by 74% of respondents between 2016
and 2018.
More than 75% of respondents indicated that
enforceability, impartiality/neutrality and finality were

absolutely crucial or important factors in their choice
of arbitration as a dispute resolution mechanism.
•

Arbitration remained the dispute resolution mechanism
of choice even as users expressed lowered satisfaction
with the speed and costs of arbitration.

Choice of Arbitration and Respondent User Satisfaction

Exhibit 6.1.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitration
All Users

87%

Enforceability

85%

Impartiality/Neutrality

80%

Finality
Flexibility in choice of seat/
institutions/venues/arbitrators

73%

Speed

72%

Confidentiality
Cost
Flexibility of process

69%
67%
62%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Arbitration as a Dispute Resolution Mechanism.

6.1.1

In selecting arbitration, users indicated enforceability (87%), impartiality/neutrality (85%), and finality (80%), as ‘absolutely
crucial’ or ‘important’ factors influencing their choice. The robust and nearly universal framework for enforcement of arbitral
awards afforded by the New York Convention has likely played an important role in the popularity of arbitration as a dispute
resolution mechanism among users.
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Flexibility in choice of seat/institutions/venues/arbitrators, speed, confidentiality and cost found middle ground with 73%,
72%, 69% and 67% of users respectively indicating these factors to be ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ to their selection
of arbitration. Fewest number of respondents ranked flexibility of processes (62%) as an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’
factor influencing their choice of arbitration.

Exhibit 6.1.2

Satisfaction with Arbitration Experience According to Factor
All Users
Flexibility in choice of seat/
institutions/venues/arbitrators

69%

Confidentiality

69%
68%

Impartiality/Neutrality
Finality

65%

Enforceability

65%
63%

Flexibility of processes
Speed
Cost

30%
25%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with Arbitration.

6.1.3

More than 60% of respondents stated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with flexibility in choice of seat/
institutions/venues/arbitrators (69%), confidentiality (69%), impartiality/neutrality (68%), finality (65%), enforceability
(65%) and flexibility of processes (63%). The abovementioned factors were quite close in the percentage of respondents
(within a 63% to 69% range). However, markedly fewer respondents indicated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat
satisfied’ with speed (30%) and cost (25%) in their choice of arbitration.

6.1.4

The findings on user satisfaction are usefully read together with those indicating the level of importance users placed upon
these factors. Flexibility of processes (62%) was considered important by the lowest percentage of respondents in their
choice of arbitration. There is therefore some congruence in the finding that 63% of respondents stated that they were
‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with this factor. However, while 72% of users indicated ‘speed’ and 67% of users
indicated ‘cost’ as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factors influencing their choice of arbitration, only 30% and 25% of
users indicated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with ‘speed’ and ‘cost’ respectively, indicating that
users’ expectations were not met in that regard.

6.1.5

The differences between satisfaction levels of Client Users and Legal Users are considered next.
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Exhibit 6.1.3

Satisfaction with Arbitration Experience by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

67%

Impartiality/Neutrality
Finality

63%

Enforceability

63%
61%

Confidentiality
Flexibility in choice of seat/
institutions/venues/arbitrators

58%

Flexibility of processes

58%
39%

Speed
Cost

32%

Legal Users
Flexibility in choice of seat/
institutions/venues/arbitrators

73%

Confidentiality

71%

Impartiality/Neutrality

68%

Finality

66%

Enforceability

66%

Flexibility of processes

65%

Speed
Cost

27%
22%

The charts refer to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with Arbitration.
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6.1.6

Consistent with the overall user findings, 67% of Client Users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with impartiality/
neutrality and 63% of Client Users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with finality and enforceability in their
choice of arbitration. In other words, Client Users’ rankings coincided with the overall user findings of the top three factors
influencing respondents’ choice of arbitration (enforceability, impartiality/neutrality and finality). As for Legal Users, they
were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with flexibility in the choice of arbitration seat/institutions/venues/arbitrators
(73%), confidentiality (71%) and impartiality/neutrality (68%).

6.1.7

Client Users were least satisfied with speed (39%) and cost (32%) in international commercial arbitration. Similarly,
Legal Users were also least satisfied with speed (27%) and cost (22%) in international commercial arbitration. These
findings are in line with users’ general dissatisfaction with the speed and cost of arbitration. A closer look at users’
perspective on costs is considered next.

Exhibit 6.1.4

ARBITRATION

2.05 2.31

LEGAL USERS

MEDIATION

1.60 2.02

LEGAL USERS

LITIGATION

2.75 2.55

User Perspective on Costs in Arbitration

LEGAL USERS

22%

42%
32%

CLIENT USERS

44%
42%

CLIENT USERS

48%

CLIENT USERS

22%

12%

16%
34%

Important

8%

14%

44%
Neither

Not Important

6%
8%

33%

31%

Absolutely crucial

11%

5% 4%

44%
39%

8%

11% 3%

11%

2%
6%

Irrelevant

3.02 3.13

ARBITRATION

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated their importance levels, ranging from
“Absolutely Crucial” to “Irrelevant” in respect of costs in arbitration.

LEGAL USERS

7%

CLIENT USERS

5%

Very Satisfied

16%

41%

26%
Somewhat Satisfied

30%
42%

Neither

Somewhat Dissatisfied

14%
Not Satisfied

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated their satisfaction levels, ranging from
“Very Satisfied” to “Not Satisfied” with costs in arbitration.

6%
12%
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6.1.8

While 64% of Legal Users and 76% of Client Users indicated that cost was either an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’
consideration in selecting arbitration as a dispute resolution mechanism, only 23% of Legal Users and 31% of Client Users
were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with the cost of arbitration.

6.1.9

At first glance, the low satisfaction ratings with regards to cost, especially in view of the discrepancy with importance
ratings, appear incongruous with arbitration’s overall popularity as a dispute resolution mechanism. However, given that
respondents rated costs (67%) as far less of a consideration compared to other factors, such as enforceability (87%),
impartiality/neutrality (85%), and finality (80%) when choosing arbitration as a dispute resolution mechanism, this suggests
that user satisfaction with arbitration, especially in consideration of their top three influencing factors, ultimately overrides
dissatisfaction with costs.

6.2

Choice of Arbitration Seat/Venue/Institution and Respondent User Satisfaction

Exhibit 6.2.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitration Seat
All Users

88%

Enforceability of arbitral award
Domestic law governing international
arbitration excluding enforceability

83%
81%

Quality of local court proceedings

78%

Availability of quality arbitrators

71%

Availability of quality counsel
Law governing the substance of the dispute

69%

Costs

68%

Location of seat different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

62%

The chart refers to the percentage of respondents who indicated the considerations for selection
were “Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Arbitration Seats.

6.2.1

The main factors behind the choice of arbitration seat (ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’) are enforceability of an
arbitral award (88%), domestic law governing international arbitration (83%), and quality of local court proceedings (81%).
This comes as no surprise since the seat of arbitration determines the national law applicable to an arbitration process
and the competent court with jurisdiction to oversee arbitration proceedings. Hence, arbitration users wish to designate
an arbitration-friendly jurisdiction with a strong judicial system as the seat of arbitration. Users’ perception of the quality
of local court proceedings is crucial as well because courts are the ones that deal with a variety of important procedural
aspects of arbitration such as enforcement and the setting aside of arbitral awards. In addition, a significant number of
respondents ranked the availability of quality arbitrators (78%) and availability of quality counsel (71%) as ‘absolutely
crucial’ or ‘important’ factors influencing their choice of arbitration seat, followed by the law governing the substance of
the dispute (69%), costs (68%) and location of a seat different from parties’ nationality/place of incorporation (62%).
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Exhibit 6.2.2

Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitration Seat by Respondent User Profile
Client Users
Availability of quality arbitrators

86%

Enforceability of arbitral award

86%

Domestic law governing
international arbitration

84%
82%

Availability of quality counsel

81%

Law governing the substance of the dispute

79%

Quality of local court proceedings

74%

Costs
Location of seat different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

65%

Legal Users

89%

Enforceability of arbitral award
Domestic law governing international arbitration
excluding enforceability e.g. availability of interim measure

83%

Quality of local court proceedings

82%
75%

Availability of quality arbitrators
Availability of quality counsel

67%

Costs

66%

Law governing the substance of the dispute

66%

Location of seat different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

62%

The charts refer to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection
were “Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Arbitration Seats.
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‘Enforceability of arbitral award’ was the most important factor for both Client Users (86%) and Legal Users (89%) in
choice of arbitration seat. However, it is worth pointing out that Client Users ranked ‘availability of quality arbitrators’
(86%) as joint first factor in selection of arbitration seat. In contrast, for Legal Users, ‘domestic law governing international
arbitration’ (83%) and ‘quality of local court proceedings’ (82%) ranked higher than ‘availability of quality arbitrators’
(75%) in choice of arbitration seat. With respect to the least popular factor, 62% of Legal Users and 65% of Client Users
ranked ‘location of seat different from parties’ nationalities/place of incorporation’ as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in
selection of arbitration seat.

Exhibit 6.2.3

Satisfaction with Choice of Arbitration Seat
All Users

76%

Enforceability of arbitral award

70%

Availability of quality counsel

69%

Availability of quality arbitrators
Domestic law governing international
arbitration excluding enforceability

67%

Law governing the substance of the dispute

61%

Quality of local court proceedings

61%

Location of seat different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation
Costs

60%
37%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with their choice of Arbitration Seat.

6.2.3

The highest percentage of respondents were satisfied with ‘enforceability of arbitration award’ (76%) in selection of arbitration
seat. This meets users’ expectations as ‘enforceability of arbitral award’ (88%) was also ranked by the highest percentage
of respondents as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in their selection of arbitration seat.

6.2.4

While ‘domestic law governing international arbitration’ (83%) and ‘quality of local court proceedings’ (81%) were one of
the most important considerations in selection of arbitration seat, users’ experience shows that only 67% and 61% of the
respondents respectively were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with these factors. Users were more satisfied with
‘availability of quality counsel’ (70%) and ‘availability of quality arbitrators’ (69%). Only 37% of the respondents were
‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with costs relating to arbitration seat, which is in line with arbitration users’ general
dissatisfaction of costs in international commercial arbitration.
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Exhibit 6.2.4

Choice of Arbitration Seats
All Users

75%

Singapore

61%

London

43%

Hong Kong

21%

Paris

14%
23%

Geneva

12%

Others
Beijing

9%

Shanghai

8%

New York

8%

Dubai

7%

Zurich

5%

Vienna

4%

Stockholm

4%

Sao Paolo

1%

Mexico City

0%

The chart refers to the respondents’ usage of Arbitration Seats.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

6.2.5

Singapore (75%), London (61%), and Hong Kong (43%) were selected as the top three most commonly used arbitration
seats. Other notable arbitration seats include Paris (21%), Geneva (14%), Beijing (9%), Shanghai (8%) and New York (8%).
The main factors behind the choice of arbitration seat (ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’) are the enforceability of
an arbitral award, domestic law governing international arbitration, and quality of local court proceedings. This showcases the
merits of Singapore, London and Hong Kong as arbitration-friendly seats and jurisdictions with robust local court systems.
In fact, the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 2019 ranked Singapore as the most efficient legal
framework in settling disputes. It has to be noted that this chart reflects the geographical profile of respondents as most
of the respondents of the survey were from Asia.
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Exhibit 6.2.5

Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitration Venue
All Users

85%

Efficiency

80%

Quality of administrative support

79%

Quality of facilities/technology support

75%

Convenience of location

71%

Geographical proximity

52%

Recommendation of arbitrator

49%

Recommendation of counsel

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Arbitration Venues.

6.2.6

The main factors behind the choice of arbitration venue (ranked as ‘absolutely crucial or ‘important’’) include efficiency
(85%), quality of administrative support (80%), and quality of facilities/technology support (79%). Other considerations that
users take into account include (ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’) convenience of location (75%), geographical
proximity (71%), recommendation of arbitrator (52%), and recommendation of counsel (49%). Choice of arbitration venue
does not necessarily need to coincide with the choice of arbitration seat, and parties are free to hold their hearings at a
location separate from the arbitration seat.

Exhibit 6.2.6

Satisfaction with Choice of Arbitration Venue
All Users

72%

Efficiency
Convenience of location

70%

Quality of administrative support

69%

Geographical proximity

68%

Quality of facilities/technology support

67%

Recommendation of arbitrator
Recommendation of counsel

46%
45%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with their choice of Arbitration Venue.
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The largest percentage of users were satisfied with ‘efficiency’ (72%) and ‘convenience of location’ (70%) in the selection
of an arbitration venue, closely followed by ‘quality of administrative support’ (69%), ‘geographical proximity’ (68%), and
‘quality of facilities/technological support’ (67%). Fewest users were satisfied with ‘recommendation of arbitrator’ (46%)
and ‘recommendation of counsel’ (45%).

Exhibit 6.2.7

Choice of Arbitration Venues
All Users

57%

Maxwell Chambers Singapore

45%

Law firms’ offices

36%

Hotels
IDRC - London (International Dispute
Resolution Centre)

29%

ICC - Paris (International Chamber of Commerce)

27%

HKIAC - Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre

27%

Others

9%

Companies’ offices

8%

NYIAC - New York International Arbitration Centre

6%

Arbitration Place Toronto

0%

The chart refers to the respondents’ usage of Arbitration Venues.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

6.2.8

The top three most commonly used arbitration venues among respondent users surveyed are Maxwell Chambers in Singapore
(57%), law firms’ offices (45%) and hotels (36%). Other examples of popular venues include the IDRC (29%), ICC (27%)
and HKIAC (27%). This chart reflects the geographical profile of respondents as most of the respondents of the survey were
from Asia.
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Exhibit 6.2.8

Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitration Institution
All Users

88%

Efficiency

73%

Size and expertise of panel of arbitrators

72%

Cost
Award scrutiny

70%

Transparency of challenge decisions

70%
64%

Availability of information about panel

63%

Cultural familiarity of panel
Geographical proximity
Location of institution different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

56%
50%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Arbitration Institution.

6.2.9

The main factor influencing respondents’ choice of arbitration institution (ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’) is
efficiency (88%), followed by size and expertise of panel of arbitrators (73%), cost (72%), award scrutiny (70%), transparency
of challenged decisions (70%), information about panel (64%), cultural familiarity of panel (63%), geographical proximity
(56%) and independent location of institution (50%). This shows that by far, efficiency is the most important factor
influencing respondents’ choice in arbitration institution.

6.2.10 Interestingly, there is a tension between confidentiality and transparency in arbitration. 69% of users indicated ‘confidentiality’ as
‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ to their selection of arbitration. At the same time, transparency also factored quite prominently
in respondents’ choice of arbitration institution, insofar as 70% of users ranked transparency of challenge decisions and 64%
of users ranked availability of information about panel as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’. These findings suggest that a
balanced approach should be taken towards transparency and confidentiality in arbitration. While users welcome transparency
in certain areas (availability of information about challenge decisions and arbitrator panel), confidentiality is also an important
factor in arbitration proceedings (for instance, publication of awards requires parties’ consent).

Point of Interest
There is a trend towards greater transparency in arbitration
proceedings. Some arbitral institutions have begun listing
arbitrator appointments, and publishing reports detailing
average case length and costs, size of disputes, allocation
of fees, and gender diversity among arbitrators appointed.
Some institutions have also begun publishing case summaries
or award extracts. The International Chamber of Commerce
(‘ICC’) has begun publishing awards made as of January
2019, provided that parties are given an opportunity to

object to its publication or request pseudonymisation and
subject to any confidentiality agreements between the parties.
Other institutions provide rules under which parties may opt
out of publication of their award, or under which express
consent by the parties to publish the award is required, as
in the case of the SIAC Arbitration Rules. This is to preserve
confidentiality for parties in sensitive commercial dealings.
This suggests a balanced approach towards transparency
and confidentiality in arbitration.
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Exhibit 6.2.9

Satisfaction with Choice of Arbitration Institution
All Users

63%

Size and expertise of panel of arbitrators

60%

Efficiency
Award scrutiny

54%

Transparency of challenge decisions

53%

Location of institution different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

53%

Geographical proximity

53%

Availability of information about panel

51%

Cultural familiarity of panel

50%

Cost

44%

The chart refers to the respondents’ indication of satisfaction with choice of Arbitration institution,
ranging from “Very Satisfied” to “Somewhat Satisfied”.

6.2.11 The largest percentage of users were satisfied with ‘size and expertise of panel of arbitrators’ (63%) and ‘efficiency’ (60%)
in their choice of arbitration institution. This corresponds with 73% of respondents and 88% of respondents who rated these
factors as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in their choice of arbitration institution. The discrepancy in percentages for
‘efficiency’ (a difference of 28%) suggests that users expect greater efficiency in arbitration institutions. Fewest users were
satisfied with ‘cost’ (44%) which coincides with overall findings of dissatisfaction of costs in arbitration by respondent users.
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Exhibit 6.2.10

Choice of Arbitration Institution
All Users

66%

SIAC - Singapore International Arbitration Centre
ICC - Paris

63%
36%

LCIA - London Court of International Arbitration

29%

HKIAC - Hong Kong
CIETAC - China

12%

ICSID

10%

Others

8%

SCC - Arbitration Institute, Stockholm

6%

DIAC - Dubai International Arbitration Centre

5%

ICDR - American Arbitration Association

4%

AIAC - Asian International Arbitration Centre

4%

VIAC - Vienna International Arbitration Centre

4%

SCAI - Swiss Chambers Arbitration Institute

4%

MCIA - Mumbai Centre for International Arbitration

2%

Milan Chamber - Milan Chamber of Arbitration

2%

Not applicable i.e. ad hoc

2%

German Insitute of Arbitration (DIS)

2%

CRCICA - Cairo

1%

ICAC Russia

0%

BCCC - Brazil - Canada Chamber of Commerce

0%

The chart refers to the respondents’ usage of Arbitration Institutions.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%
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6.2.12 SIAC (66%), ICC (63%), and LCIA (36%) were selected as the top three most commonly used arbitration institutions. Other
notable arbitration institutions reflected in users’ preferences include HKIAC (29%), CIETAC (12%) and ICSID (10%). These
institutions broadly match the most commonly used arbitration seats – Singapore, London, Hong Kong and Paris. This chart
reflects the geographical profile of respondents as most of the respondents of the survey were from Asia.

6.3

Choice of Arbitrator and Respondent User Satisfaction

Exhibit 6.3.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitrator
All Users
Good ethics

88%

Dispute resolution experience

88%
85%

Efficiency

83%

Industry/issue-specific knowledge

80%

Language

77%

Cultural familiarity
Cost

62%

Formal qualifications

62%

Arbitrator from a third-party country

54%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Arbitrators.

6.3.1

Turning to the choice of arbitrators, good ethics (88%) and dispute resolution experience (88%) ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’
or ‘important’, followed closely by efficiency (85%), industry/issue-specific knowledge (83%) and language skills (80%).
Perhaps not surprisingly, arbitration users ranked ‘good ethics’ as the most important factor in respondents’ selection of
arbitrators. As famously stated by Lord Heward CJ, “it is not merely of some importance but is of fundamental importance that
justice should not only be done, but should manifestly and undoubtedly be seen to be done”.15 To this effect, several arbitral
institutions, including the SIAC and HKIAC, have implemented codes of ethics for their arbitrators. Additionally, arbitrators
should be mindful of conflict of interest situations, and make the appropriate disclosures to parties and administering arbitral
institution in accordance with the International Bar Association’s Guidelines on Conflict of Interest in International Arbitration
(‘IBA Guidelines’).16

6.3.2

Efficiency was also a primary factor in the selection of an arbitrator, ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ by 85% of
the respondents. Other factors that were ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ include cost (62%), formal qualifications
(62%), and the arbitrator being from a third-party country (54%).

15 R v Sussex Justices, Ex parte McCarthy [1924] 1 KB 256, 259.
16 The IBA Guidelines provide a helpful list of situations to govern conflict of interest, and depending on whether they belong to the ‘Red’, ‘Orange’ or ‘Green’ List,
such situations may constitute a non-waivable situation, be waived by disclosure to the parties or be considered as not requiring disclosure.
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A significant number of respondents (77%) selected cultural familiarity of arbitrators as an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’
consideration in selection of arbitrators. This finding showcases that users are not only selecting arbitrators based on specific
industry knowledge or experience, but also because of their cultural familiarity and awareness. To this effect, institutions
such as the SIAC provides parties with information on arbitrators, including their nationality, language and experiences, which
would assist users in their choice of arbitrators. Generally, the factors influencing respondents’ choice of arbitrator mirror that
of their choice of mediator, indicating similarities in users’ thought-process in selecting an arbitrator or mediator.

Exhibit 6.3.2

Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitrator by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

89%

Dispute resolution experience

86%

Efficiency
Good ethics

84%

Language

84%
82%

Industry/issue-specific knowledge
Cultural familiarity

70%

Cost

70%
63%

Formal qualifications

56%

Arbitrator from a third-party country

Legal Users

89%

Good ethics

87%

Dispute resolution experience

85%

Efficiency

83%

Industry/issue-specific knowledge

80%

Cultural familiarity

79%

Language

61%

Formal qualifications
Cost
Arbitrator from a third-party country

59%
53%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Arbitrators.
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6.3.4

Legal and Client Users appear to have similar priorities in selection of arbitrators. The most number of users ranked ‘good
ethics’ (84% of Client Users and 89% of Legal Users), ‘dispute resolution experience’ (89% of Client Users and 87% of
Legal Users), and ‘efficiency’ (86% of Client Users and 85% of Legal Users), as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in selection
of arbitrators. At the same time, the highest percentage of Legal Users ranked ‘good ethics’ (89%) as ‘absolutely crucial’ or
‘important’ in selection of arbitrators while the highest percentage of Client Users ranked ‘dispute resolution experience’ (89%)
as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in selection of arbitrators.

6.3.5

With respect to other considerations, ‘formal qualifications’ (63% of Client Users and 61% of Legal Users), ‘cost’ (70% of
Client Users and 59% of Legal Users), and ‘arbitrator from a third-party country’ (56% of Client Users and 53% of Legal
Users), were ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ by the lowest percentage for both Legal Users and Client Users. A
significantly higher proportion of Client Users (70%) ranked cost as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’, compared to Legal
Users (59%), signalling a greater importance placed on cost by Client Users than Legal Users in selection of arbitrators. This
is perhaps not surprising as Client Users would ultimately bear the cost for appointment of the arbitrator.

Exhibit 6.3.3

Satisfaction with Choice of Arbitrator
All Users

76%

Dispute resolution experience

74%

Language

73%

Good ethics

65%

Industry/issue-specific knowledge

62%

Formal qualifications

61%

Cultural familiarity

59%

Efficiency
Arbitrator from a third-party country
Cost

53%
46%

The chart refers to the percentage of respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with their choice of Arbitrators.

6.3.6

With regards to arbitrators’ dispute resolution experience (76%), language skills (74%), and good ethics (73%), these reflect
the highest percentage of respondents who indicated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with their choice of
arbitrator. Read with the respondents’ ratings of importance, where good ethics (88%), dispute resolution experience (88%)
and language skills (80%) ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factors influencing choice of arbitrators, this shows that
users’ expectations were met in respect of these three factors. On the other hand, fewest users indicated being ‘very satisfied’
or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with regards to cost (46%) in their choice of arbitrators. Once again this reflects the overall trend of
dissatisfaction of costs in arbitration.
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6.3.7

59% of respondents and 65% of respondents indicated that they were very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with ‘efficiency’
and ‘industry/issue-specific knowledge’ respectively. Read with respondents’ ratings of importance, where efficiency (85%) and
industry/issue-specific knowledge (83%) ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factors influencing choice of arbitrators,
this shows a discrepancy between expectations and satisfaction levels among respondents for these two factors. In this regard,
users reflect a greater desire for efficiency and industry/ issue-specific knowledge in arbitrators.

6.3.8

With regards to efficiency, many arbitral institutions have implemented procedures to address this issue. For instance, the SIAC
Arbitration Rules provide for an expedited procedure whereby a 6-month time frame is imposed for the award to be issued as
well as an early dismissal procedure for frivolous claims and defences. Similar procedures can be found in other arbitration
institutions’ rules as well, such as the HKIAC and ICC.

6.3.9

One of the reasons that can explain users’ dissatisfaction with efficiency is the increased use of discovery and document
production in cross-border disputes. This is particularly accentuated when disputing parties come from different jurisdictions
with different approaches relating to discovery and document production. Another factor that may explain inefficiencies is
the careful balance that arbitrators have to make when it comes to due process. In this regard, arbitrators may not be able to
conduct proceedings as quickly or efficiently as they would optimally desire out of caution that the arbitration award may be set
aside at a later stage. Additionally, when respondents in the survey were asked to provide general concerns about international
arbitration, some of the feedback included workload of arbitrators and underuse of fast-track proceedings, which may thus
hinder the efficiency of arbitrators.

6.4

Arbitration and Technology

6.4.1

An increasing number of users and institutions are incorporating technology in arbitration. Technologies such as videoconferencing
are becoming commonplace features in the dispute resolution landscape, helping users increase efficiency and save costs.

Exhibit 6.4.1

Usefulness of Technology in Arbitration
All Users

62%

E-discovery/due diligence

47%

Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings

38%

Analytics for appointment of arbitrator and/or counsel

30%

Predictive analytical tools
Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools
Others

22%
16%

The chart refers to the respondents who said technology developments were
“Extremely Useful” and “Useful” in Arbitration.

6.4.2

A good number of respondents indicated that technologies such as e-discovery/due diligence tools (62%) and platforms for
the conduct of virtual/online hearings (47%) were ‘extremely useful’ and ‘useful’ in arbitration. This is likely a result of the
great value that such tools can bring to users, in terms of increased efficiencies and substantial savings of cost. For instance,
virtual hearings can bring about significant time and cost savings to parties and witnesses, who would otherwise need to incur
travel and accommodation costs to appear at an arbitration hearing.
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Fewer respondents found analytics for the appointment of arbitrators or counsel (38%), predictive analytical tools (30%) and
negotiation support or automated negotiation support tools (22%), to be extremely useful’ and ‘useful’ in arbitration. This may
be a result of unfamiliarity with such tools rather than being indicative of its utility. Therefore, with time, such technologies
may become more familiar to and commonplace among arbitration users.

Exhibit 6.4.2

Usefulness of Technology in Arbitration by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

56%

E-discovery/due diligence
Analytics for appointment of arbitrator and/or counsel

42%

Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings

42%
32%

Predictive analytical tools

28%

Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools
Others

19%
Legal Users

63%

E-discovery/due diligence

49%

Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings

37%

Analytics for appointment of arbitrator and/or counsel

30%

Predictive analytical tools
Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools
Others

20%
15%

The charts refer to the respondents who said technology developments were
“Extremely Useful” and “Useful” in Arbitration.

6.4.4

The majority of Client Users (56%) and Legal Users (63%) found e-discovery/due diligence as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’
in arbitration. Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings were more useful to Legal Users (ranked as ‘extremely
useful’ or ‘useful’ by 49% of Legal Users compared to 42% of Client Users). Analytics for appointment of arbitrator/counsel
were more useful to Client Users (ranked as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’ by 42% of Client Users compared to 37% of Legal
Users). Additionally, the least number of respondents rated predictive analytical tools (32% of Clients Users and 30% of
Legal Users) and negotiation support or automated negotiation tools (28% of Clients Users and 20% of Legal Users) as
being ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’ in arbitration. The differences in percentages of respondents between Client Users and
Legal Users are not large, indicating a general consensus that these technological tools were useful for both Client Users
and Legal Users in arbitration.
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Exhibit 6.4.3

Factors Influencing the Use of Online Processes
Complexity of issues
Number of anticipated
witnesses and/or expert

18
31
101

Others

Dollar value of dispute

76

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated factors influencing their use of Online Processes.

6.4.5

When asked about factors that would increase the likelihood of using online processes in arbitration, respondents indicated
that the dollar value of the dispute would be the most dispositive in their decision. Respondents also cited other practical
reasons such as the complexity of issues and the number of anticipated witnesses and/or experts. In this regard, it is
likely that parties would be more open to online processes in arbitration where the sum in dispute is low and the issues
are straightforward. Parties would also be more open to using virtual meeting/hearing platforms where the number of
anticipated witnesses and experts is low, such that the technical challenges of coordination are kept low.

6.4.6

At the same time, there are inherent challenges with the use of technology and online processes in arbitration. In
particular, there are attendant security, privacy, and data protection concerns when processes are taken online or cloudbased storage systems are utilized. However, it is encouraging to note that the arbitral community is working together to
formulate best practices and protocols to govern the use of technology in arbitration, thereby ameliorating any fears or
hesitations that users may have with regards to the use of technology in arbitration.17

17 See for instance, the draft 2020 Cybersecurity Protocol for International Arbitration issued by the ICCA-NYC Bar-CPR Working Group, a collaboration between the
International Council for Commercial Arbitration (ICCA), the New York City Bar Association (NYC Bar) and the International Institute for Conflict Prevention and
Resolution (CPR).
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Section 7 International Commercial Mediation
At a Glance:
•

In choosing international commercial mediation, more
than 80% of users indicated impartiality/neutrality, speed
and confidentiality as absolutely crucial or important
factors influencing their choice.

•

International commercial mediation users did not rank
enforceability very highly on their list of reasons to mediate.
This may reflect the current lack of an internationally
recognised expedited enforcement mechanism. The new
Singapore Convention offers expedited enforceability
mechanisms for mediated settlement agreements. In
the future, this may attract current users of litigation
and arbitration who value enforceability.

•

In the choice of mediators, good ethics and dispute
resolution experience were most frequently rated as
absolutely crucial qualities by users. New regulatory
developments such as the Singapore Convention place
the spotlight on professional standards for mediation
practice and this is congruent with users’ priorities.

•

Client Users were more likely to recognise specific
technologies as extremely useful or useful compared
to Legal Users.

7.1

Choice of Mediation and Respondent User Satisfaction

7.1.1

In the years 2016 to 2018, mediation was the least-used dispute resolution mechanism (26%) compared with arbitration
(74%) and litigation (49%). Notably, when mediation within hybrid dispute resolution mechanisms is taken into account,
the use of mediation increases (53%) and comes closer to litigation in terms of usage, albeit still behind arbitration.

Exhibit 7.1.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Mediation
All Users
Impartiality/Neutrality

86%

Speed

85%

Confidentiality

83%

Flexibility of processes

82%

Cost

81%

Flexibility in choice institutions/
venues/mediators

77%
76%

Clarity in rules and procedures
Enforceability
Finality

67%
65%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the factors were “Absolutely Crucial” and
“Important” in their choice of Mediation as a Dispute Resolution Mechanism.
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7.1.2

In selecting mediation, users indicated impartiality/neutrality (86%), speed (85%), and confidentiality (83%), followed
closely by flexibility of processes (82%) and cost (81%), as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factors influencing their
choice of process. Users ranked enforceability (67%) and finality (65%) as their least important considerations in selection
of mediation as a dispute resolution mechanism. Flexibility in choice of institutions/venues/mediators as well as clarity
in rules and procedures found middle ground with 77% and 76% of users respectively, indicating these factors to be
‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ to their selection of mediation.

7.1.3

A deeper analysis of these findings according to respondent user profile follows.

Exhibit 7.1.2

Factors Influencing Choice of Mediation by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

100%

Impartiality/Neutrality

96%

Speed

92%

Cost
Finality

88%

Enforceability

88%

Confidentiality

88%

Clarity in rules and procedures

88%

Flexibility of processes

84%

Flexibility in choice of institutions/
venues/mediators

76%
Legal Users

Confidentiality

81%

Flexibility of processes

81%

Impartiality/Neutrality

79%

Speed

79%

Flexibility in choice institutions/
venues/mediators

77%
75%

Cost

70%

Clarity in rules and procedures
Enforceability
Finality

57%
55%

The charts refer to the respondents who indicated the factors were “Absolutely Crucial”
and “Important” in their choice of Mediation as a Dispute Resolution Mechanism.
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7.1.4

The most important factors for Client Users were impartiality/neutrality (100%) and speed (96%), followed closely by
cost (92%). Conversely, the most important factors for Legal Users were confidentiality (81%) and flexibility of processes
(81%), followed closely by impartiality/neutrality (79%) and speed (79%).

7.1.5

Impartiality/neutrality: 100% of Client Users considered impartiality/neutrality to be an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’
factor in choosing mediation. This unanimous result is echoed in other survey findings, in particular the importance of
‘good ethics’ in selecting a mediator. These themes are addressed elsewhere in the Report.18 For 79% of Legal Users,
impartiality/neutrality was also ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’, closely following confidentiality and procedural flexibility.

7.1.6

Speed: The 17% difference between Client and Legal Users’ responses in relation to the importance of speed as a
selection factor may indicate the higher emphasis Client Users place on achieving a timely resolution of their dispute.
The overall importance placed on speed reflects the fact that mediation is by far the most time efficient dispute resolution
mechanism compared to arbitration and litigation. By way of example, statistics from the Singapore Mediation Centre
(‘SMC’) show that the SMC has administered more than 4,400 cases since 1997, out of which 70% of the cases were
settled, with 90% of them resolved within a day. In another example, the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution’s
(‘CEDR’) Eighth Mediation Audit in 2018 shows that 74% of the reported cases were settled on the day of mediation and
the rest of the cases were settled shortly thereafter. The ICC’s records indicate that an average mediation process lasts
four months from the date the request for mediation is filed to the end of the proceeding. However, the actual meetings
with the mediator last one to two days. The figures show that mediation does offer efficient dispute settlement and this
is reflected in user responses.

7.1.7

Enforceability and finality: In relation to enforceability and finality, 88% of Client Users identified these factors as
‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in selecting mediation, in contrast to Legal Users for whom enforceability (57%) and
finality (55%) were the least weighty considerations in selecting mediation. What can explain this large disparity of
more than 30% between Client and Legal Users? A legal view of enforceability highlights the lack of a harmonized legal
instrument on the enforcement of international mediated settlement agreements equivalent to arbitration’s long standing
and well-recognised New York Convention. While the Singapore Convention seeks to address this gap in international
mediation law, it will take time for it to develop the same traction as the New York Convention.19 This would explain
the comparatively low weight given to this factor by Legal Users. In contrast, the higher weight given to this factor by
Client Users seems to reflect the high settlement rates in mediation20 and compliance rate with mediated settlement
agreements.21

7.1.8

Confidentiality: While confidentiality was an important consideration for both Client (88%) and Legal Users (81%), it was
the top consideration for Legal Users together with flexibility of process. Confidentiality in mediation has two important
dimensions: (i) insider–outsider confidentiality so that information disclosed at mediation cannot be disclosed outside of
the mediation22 (ii) restrictions on the admissibility of evidence from the mediation in legal and arbitral proceedings. By
way of example, sections 9, 10 and 11 of the Singapore Mediation Act address these two dimensions of confidentiality. In
a further illustration of how institutional rules may deal with the issue, rule 9.1 of the Singapore International Mediation
Centre (‘SIMC’) Mediation Rules specifies that the mediation shall be private and confidential and any settlement
agreement between the parties shall not be disclosed save where it is necessary for the enforcement or implementation
of the settlement agreement. With respect to the use of information in subsequent legal proceedings, rule 9.3 of the
SIMC Mediation Rules sets forth that no communications made in the mediation, including any information disclosed
and views expressed, shall be used in any judicial, arbitration or similar proceedings. These features of mediation are
of the utmost importance for Client and Legal Users as parties need confidence that what is disclosed in mediation will
not be used against them should they not reach a settlement during mediation.

7.1.9

Flexibility: the procedural flexibility of mediation is one of its hallmark features. The findings suggest that both Client
(84%) and Legal Users (81%) for whom procedural flexibility is a very important factor will turn to mediation. Despite the
high percentage of Client Users (84%) rating flexibility as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in their choice of mediation
as a dispute resolution mechanism, compared to other factors (see Chart above), slightly fewer Client Users identified
flexibility as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’.

18
19
20
21
22

See for instance Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitrator at Exhibit 6.3.1, where good ethics ranked highly in users’ rankings
The Singapore Convention on Mediation is addressed elsewhere in the Report at 4.2.2.
For instance, 70% of all disputes referred to mediation at the Singapore Mediation Centre reached full and final settlement.
Report on International Mediation and Enforcement Mechanisms, Professor David S. Weiss, Esq and Michael R. Griffith, Esq, [20].
The insider—confidentiality rule is typically subject to a number of exceptions. See, for example, s 9(2) of the Singapore Mediation Act 2017.
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Exhibit 7.1.3

Satisfaction with Mediation Experience According to Factor
All Users
Confidentiality

73%

Flexibility of processes

73%

Impartiality/Neutrality

72%

Flexibility in choice of institutions/
venues/mediators

72%
68%

Speed

65%

Cost
Clarity in rules and procedures

60%

Finality

55%

Enforceability

55%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were “Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied”
with International Commercial Mediation’s characteristics.

7.1.10 More than 70% of respondents stated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with confidentiality (73%),
flexibility of processes (73%), impartiality/neutrality (72%) and flexibility in choice of institutions/venues/mediators
(72%). More than 65% of respondents indicated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with the speed
(68%) and cost (65%) of mediation. 55% of respondents were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat’ satisfied with enforceability
and finality in cross-border mediation.
7.1.11 The findings on user satisfaction are usefully read together with those indicating the level of importance users placed upon
these factors. For example, finality (65%) and enforceability (67%) were considered important by the lowest percentage
of respondents in their choice of mediation – in other words, users were least influenced by these two factors. There is
therefore some congruency in the finding that fewest respondents (55%) were satisfied with these characteristics.
7.1.12 The differences between satisfaction levels of Client Users and Legal Users are considered next.
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Exhibit 7.1.4

Satisfaction with Mediation Experience by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

80%

Impartiality/Neutrality
Confidentiality

76%

Speed

76%

Clarity in rules and procedures

76%

Flexibility in choice of institutions/
venues/arbitrators

76%

Flexibility of processes

76%
72%

Cost
Finality

68%

Enforceability

68%
Legal Users

Confidentiality

72%

Flexibility of processes

72%

Flexibility in choice of institutions/
venues/arbitrators

70%
68%

Impartiality/Neutrality

64%

Speed

62%

Cost
Clarity in rules and procedures

53%

Finality

49%

Enforceability

49%

The charts refer to the respondents who indicated they were “Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied”
with International Commercial Mediation’s characteristics.

7.1.13 Overall, more Client Users than Legal Users were satisfied with the various aspects of mediation. This is so in relation to
impartiality/neutrality, confidentiality, speed, clarity in procedures, flexibility in choice of institutions/ venues/arbitrators,
and flexibility of processes, ranked as ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ by at least 76% of Client Users.
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7.1.14 With respect to finality and enforceability there is a 19% gap between the percentage of Client Users and Legal Users who
indicated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with their experience of these factors, with Client Users
taking the lead. This may reflect Client Users’ perception that mediated settlement agreements are generally voluntarily
complied with in practice whereas Legal Users may give more weight to the lack of an expedited enforceability mechanism
for mediated settlement agreements. This perception may change as the Singapore Convention gains traction. There is also
a 23% gap between Client Users and Legal Users in respect of ‘clarity in rules and procedures’. This finding may reflect
that Client Users are increasingly familiar and clear on the rules and procedures of mediation, which is bolstered by the
fact that mediation is a less formalistic and legalistic form of dispute resolution by nature. The percentage differential
between Client Users and Legal Users is less noticeable for the other factors.

7.2

Choice of Mediation Venue/Institution and Respondent User Satisfaction

Exhibit 7.2.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Mediation Venue
All Users

82%

Convenience of location
Efficiency

77%

Quality of administrative support

76%
72%

Geographical proximity

69%

Quality of facilities/technology support
Recommendation of mediator
Recommendation of counsel

54%
51%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Mediation Venues.

7.2.1

While there is no concept of a ‘seat’ in international mediation, the selection of the mediation venue is nonetheless of
importance and may conceivably influence various aspects of the actual mediation such as selection of institution, legal
advisers and other professionals, and also the application of mediation procedural law.

7.2.2

The main factors influencing choice of mediation venue (ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’) were convenience
of location (82%) and efficiency (77%), followed closely by quality of administrative support (76%) and geographical
proximity (72%). By comparison, efficiency (85%) and quality of administrative support (80%) were the main considerations
for selection of arbitration venue, followed closely by quality of facilities/technology support (79%). Quality of facilities/
technology support was the fifth consideration in selection of mediation venue (69%). This difference between mediation
and arbitration users with respect to quality of administrative support and quality of facilities/technology support can
be explained by the fact that the arbitration process usually involves several rounds of written submissions, document
production, discovery, witness examinations and other procedural aspects that require technological support. For example,
arbitration venues are usually equipped with a device that can record arbitration hearings, whereas mediation process
are not recorded as a matter of practice and the process is less formal and more flexible. Accordingly, the quality of
administrative and facilities/technology support may play a less important role in selection of mediation venue.
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With respect to other considerations for choosing a mediation venue, 72% of users selected geographical proximity as
‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’, which mirrors users’ considerations in choice of arbitration venue, where 71% of users
made the same selection. Recommendations of mediator (54%) and counsel (51%) were rated ‘absolutely crucial’ or
‘important’ for the fewest users in selection of a mediation venue, and this finding also matches users’ considerations
in choice of arbitration venue.23

Exhibit 7.2.2

Satisfaction with Choice of Mediation Venue
All Users

74%

Convenience of location
Efficiency

73%

Quality of administrative support

72%

Quality of facilities/technology support

72%

Geographical proximity

71%

Recommendation of counsel

53%

Recommendation of mediator

53%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with their choice of Mediation Venue.

7.2.4

The chart shows that users were generally satisfied with their choice of mediation venue. Users were ‘very satisfied’ or
‘somewhat satisfied’ with convenience of location (74%) and efficiency (73%), followed closely by quality of administrative
support (72%), quality of facilities/technology support (72%), and geographical proximity (71%). Over 70% of users
expressed satisfaction with convenience of location, efficiency and quality of administrative support, which mirrors users’
top three considerations in selection of a mediation venue. Users were least satisfied with recommendation of counsel
(53%) and recommendation of mediator (53%), which coincides with their expectations in selection of mediation venue as
well. Overall, users were generally satisfied with their choice of mediation venue, as they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat
satisfied’ with the top factors they ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in selection of a mediation venue.

23 See Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitration Venue at Exhibit 6.2.5, where 52% of users selected recommendation of arbitrator and 49% of users selected
recommendation of counsel as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ considerations in choice of arbitration venue.
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Exhibit 7.2.3

Choice of Mediation Venues
All Users

73%

Law firms’ offices

45%

Maxwell Chambers Singapore

42%

Hotels

36%

Companies’ offices
ICC - Paris - International Chamber of Commerce’
Hearing Centre Facilities

17%

HKIAC - Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre
Hearing Facilities

12%

Others

12%

SIDRC - Seoul International Dispute Resolution Centre

4%

The chart refers to the respondents’ usage of Mediation Venues.

7.2.5

Most users (73%) selected law firms’ offices for mediation hearing venues, followed by Maxwell Chambers (45%), hotels
(42%), and companies’ offices (36%). By comparison, the majority of arbitration users (57%) selected Maxwell Chambers
for arbitration hearings, which emphasizes the role of technological and administrative support in arbitration.24

Exhibit 7.2.4

Factors Influencing Choice of Mediation Institution
All Users

83%

Efficiency

74%

Cost

72%

Cultural familiarity of panel

68%

Size and expertise of panel and mediators

65%

Availability of information about panel

64%

Geographical proximity
Location of institution different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

44%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Mediation Institution.

24

As indicated in the section on Respondent User Profile, most respondents were from Asia, and of those, most were from Singapore. The geographical base of
respondents seems to be reflected in the institutional selection.
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7.2.6

In terms of factors influencing choice of institution (ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’), efficiency (83%) was
the main consideration, followed by cost (74%), cultural familiarity (72%) and size and expertise of panel and mediators
(68%). Efficiency was also the main consideration (88%) in selection of an arbitration institution.25

7.2.7

72% of respondents ranked cultural familiarity of panel as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in selection of mediation
institution. In cross-border mediation, it is essential for a mediation institution to have a panel of mediators familiar with
diverse cultural backgrounds. As the success of mediation is heavily dependent on human interaction and negotiation
skills, familiarity with different cultures in mediation can play a significant role.

Point of Interest
As is the case with arbitration, institutional rules largely
determine the efficiency of mediation institutions. Key
institutional provisions relate to appointment of the mediator,
conduct of mediation, and termination of the mediation.
For example, Rule 6.1 of the SIMC Mediation Rules states
that SIMC will assist parties with the procedural aspects

of the mediation process, including appointing a suitable
mediator, assisting the parties with entering into a mediation
agreement, organizing the exchange of relevant information
and documents, arranging a suitable venue of mediation,
providing administrative and logistical support, and providing
case-management services.

Exhibit 7.2.5

Satisfaction with Choice of Mediation Institution
All Users

69%

Efficiency

68%

Cost

65%

Size and expertise of panel and mediators

64%

Cultural familiarity of panel

58%

Geographical proximity
Availability of information about panel
Location of institution different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

56%
50%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with their choice of Mediation Institutions.

25 See Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitration Institution at Exhibit 6.2.8.
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69% of users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with efficiency of mediation institution, followed closely by cost
(68%), size and expertise of panel and mediators (65%), and cultural familiarity of panel (64%). This corresponds closely
to the factors influencing choice of institution, where users ranked efficiency (83%), cost (74%), size and expertise of
panel and mediators (68%) and cultural familiarity (72%) as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’. This suggests overall
satisfaction of users with their choice of mediation institutions, as factors ranked absolutely crucial or important were
also rated satisfactorily by a majority of users (more than 60%).

Exhibit 7.2.6

Choice of Mediation Institutions
All Users

65%

SIMC - Singapore International Mediation Centre

45%

ICC - Paris - International Chamber of Commerce

26%

Not applicable i.e. ad hoc

22%

CEDR - Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution

18%

HKMC - Hong Kong Mediation Centre
WIPO - World Intellectual Property
Organisation Mediation
AAA-ICDR - American Arbitration Association and ICDR
Others

13%
12%
6%

The chart refers to the respondents’ usage of Mediation Institutions.

7.2.9

The most commonly used institutions for all users were SIMC (65%) and ICC (45%), followed by CEDR (22%) and HKMC
(18%). While Singapore generally ranks high in dispute resolution surveys, it is acknowledged that the respondent user
profile of this survey would have had an impact on these findings.26

26 he Respondent Profile (Section 3 of the Report) shows that most respondents were from Asia, and of those, most were from Singapore.
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7.3

Choice of Mediator and Respondent User Satisfaction

7.3.1

In relation to respondents’ choice of mediator, factors influencing users’ selection of mediators and their level of satisfaction
with such factors were analysed.

Exhibit 7.3.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Mediator
All Users

87%

Good ethics
Dispute resolution experience

86%
83%

Language
Efficiency

78%

Industry/issue-specific knowledge

77%

Cultural familiarity

72%

Cost

72%

Formal qualifications
Mediator from a third-party country

59%
53%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Mediators.

7.3.2

A majority (87%) of respondents ranked good ethics as an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in their choice of mediator,
followed closely by dispute resolution experience (86%) and language (83%). More than 70% of respondents ranked
efficiency (78%), industry/issue-specific knowledge (77%), cultural familiarity (72%) and cost (72%) as ‘absolutely
crucial’ or ‘important’. Fewer users considered formal qualifications (59%) and that the mediator comes from a thirdparty country (53%) as ‘absolutely crucial’ qualifications (59%) and that the mediator comes from a third-party country
(53%) as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’. The factors that users take into account in selection of mediators appear
broadly similar to the factors in their selection of arbitrators.27

7.3.3

These findings reflect the importance users place on professionalism and accountability in confidential dispute resolution
processes in which procedural flexibility gives mediators considerable power. New regulatory developments in international
mediation, such as Articles 5(1)(e) and (f) of the Singapore Convention, place the spotlight on professional standards
for mediation practice and in this regard are congruent with users’ priorities.

27 See Factors Influencing Choice of Arbitrator at Exhibit 6.3.1.
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Point of Interest
Ethical standards applicable to mediators have become the
focus of international attention since the adoption of the
Singapore Convention. Article 5 of the Singapore Convention
contains grounds for refusing to enforce international
mediated settlement agreements, two of which are related
to mediator conduct. Specifically, Article 5(1)(e) of the
Singapore Convention sets forth that enforcement may be
refused if there was a serious breach by the mediator of
standards applicable to the mediator or mediation, without
which the settlement agreement would not have been signed.
Further, Article 5(1)(f) specifies that enforcement may be
refused if the mediator failed to disclose information that
gives rise to justifiable doubts regarding the mediator’s
impartiality or independence and had the mediator disclosed
such information, the parties would not have signed the
settlement agreement.
The Singapore Convention neither contains substantive ethical
obligations applicable to mediators nor does it make any
reference as to how to determine such standards. Mediators’

ethical standards are usually found in institutional rules and
codes of conduct provided by mediation institutions and
private accreditation organizations. By way of example, the
Singapore International Mediation Institute (‘SIMI’) provides a
code of professional conduct, which is applicable by default
to any mediation process conducted by SIMI’s certified
mediators. The code contains obligations pertaining to
mediators’ diligence, neutrality, independence, impartiality,
fairness and the ability to respect the confidentiality of the
process. In another example, the International Mediation
Institute (‘IMI’) provides a code of professional conduct,
which contains similar obligations and it is applicable by
default to IMI certified mediators. However, it may not always
be clear under which standards mediators are operating
during any given mediation; mediators may also be subject
to mandatory provisions such as those imposed by the
applicable law. Looking forward, this remains an important
topic for users, practitioners and lawmakers. It remains to
be seen how Courts will determine the applicable ethical
standards for the purposes of Article 5 of the Convention.

Exhibit 7.3.2

Satisfaction with Choice of Mediator
All Users

77%

Language

73%

Good ethics

71%

Dispute resolution experience
Industry/issue-specific knowledge

68%

Efficiency

68%
65%

Cost
Cultural familiarity
Formal qualifications
Mediator from a third-party country

63%
60%
54%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with their choice of Mediators.
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7.3.4

More than 70% of users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with language (77%), good ethics (73%), and dispute
resolution experience (71%). Even with a slight discrepancy between these identified factors and their corresponding
experience with them, the chart shows that users were largely satisfied with the three aforementioned factors in their
choice of mediator.

7.3.5

With respect to other factors, there were no large discrepancies between the proportion of users who placed high
importance on a particular factor compared with the proportion who indicated satisfaction with it. For example, 77% of
users indicated that industry specific knowledge was ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in mediator selection and 68%
were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with their selection of mediator in relation to industry specific knowledge – a
difference of only 9%. With regards to efficiency, 78% of users indicated that this was ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’,
and 68% of users indicated they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’. 72% of users indicated cost as ‘absolutely
crucial’ or ‘important’, and 65% of users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’. 72% of users indicated cultural
familiarity as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’, and 63% of users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’.

7.3.6

Finally, with regards to formal qualifications and selection of a mediator from a third-party country, users’ expectations
and satisfaction were closely aligned. 59% of users ranked formal qualifications as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ and
60% were satisfied with the same. 53% of users indicated the mediator coming from a third-party country as ‘absolutely
crucial’ or ‘important’, and 54% of users were satisifed with the same.

7.4

Mediation and Technology

Exhibit 7.4.1

Usefulness of Technology in Mediation
All Users

36%

Analytics for appointment of mediator and/or counsel

35%

Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings
E-discovery/due diligence

33%

Predictive analytical tools

33%
29%

Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools
Others

15%

The chart refers to the respondents who said technology developments were
“Extremely Useful” and “Useful” in Mediation.

7.4.1

In terms of how useful technology is to mediation, approximately one third of respondents indicated that analytics for
appointment of mediator and/or counsel (36%), platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings (35%), e-discovery/
due diligence (33%), predictive analytical tools (33%) and negotiation support or automated negotiation tools (29%)
were ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’.

7.4.2

As social distancing has become a standard way of living and doing business with the global pandemic, platforms for the
conduct of virtual/online hearings have the potential to become the ‘new normal’ way for conducting mediation sessions.
It is foreseeable that increased usage and familiarity of technology-aided processes during the pandemic period will
hasten the adoption of technology in mediation processes in the future.
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Exhibit 7.4.2

Usefulness of Technology in Mediation by Respondent User Profile
Client Users
Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings

48%

E-discovery/due diligence

48%

Analytics for appointment of mediator and/or counsel

44%

Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools

44%
40%

Predictive analytical tools

24%

Others

Legal Users

32%

Analytics for appointment of mediator and/or counsel

30%

Predictive analytical tools

28%

Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings

26%

E-discovery/due diligence

23%

Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools
Others

11%

The charts refer to the respondents who said technology developments were
“Extremely Useful” and “Useful” in Mediation.

7.4.3

A closer look at the respondent user profile reveals that Client Users were more likely to recognise specific technology
as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’ as compared to Legal Users. For example, 44% of Client Users (compared to 32% of
Legal Users) rated analytics for appointment of mediator and/or counsel as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’. Further, 40%
of Client Users (compared to 30% of Legal Users) rated predictive analytical tools as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’. These
findings suggest that Client Users are ahead of Legal Users in recognizing the usefulness of technology in mediation
process, showcasing progressive thinking on the part of Client Users.
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7.4.4

48% of Client Users (compared to 28% of Legal Users) rated platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings as
‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’. In addition, 48% of Client Users (compared to 26% of Legal Users) rated e-discovery/due
diligence as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’. It may be that Client Users have greater incentive to minimize the length and
cost of mediation, and therefore rate platforms for virtual hearings and tools such as e-discovery/due diligence highly.
By availing themselves to virtual platforms, Client Users are able to participate in meetings and mediation sessions
online with minimal disruption to their schedules and business. In addition, with regards to e-discovery/due diligence
tools, Client Users may avail themselves to the convenience of uploading documents and evidence online, whereas the
convenience to Legal Users will not be as significant due to the nature of their work.

7.4.5

44% of Client Users (compared to 23% of Legal Users) rated negotiation support or automated negotiation tools as
‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’. The difference in ratings may stem from the desire of Legal Users to play a more direct
role in negotiation, rather than reliance on negotiation support or automated negotiation tools.

7.4.6

While only one third of users overall ranked the utility of specific technologies highly, Client Users are ahead of Legal
Users in terms of recognising the utility of technology in cross-border mediation. This finding suggests an opportunity
for Legal Users to consider greater use of technology in mediation, in respect of negotiation and analytics tools, as well
as platforms to conduct virtual hearings, to address client expectations on the same. Looking ahead, an expansion into
online dispute resolution (‘ODR’) can also be considered to increase the use of technology in the mediation process.28

28 See for instance, the International Mediation Institute’s Online Dispute Resolution Task Force which inter alia aims to assess and make recommendations on how
to develop high level standards for the provision of ODR services in mediation.
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Section 8 International Commercial Litigation
At a Glance:
•

More than 80% of users consider factors such enforceability,
clarity in rules, neutrality/impartiality as important or
absolutely crucial in their choice of litigation as a dispute
resolution mechanism.

•

Less than 50% of users indicated that they were very
satisfied or somewhat satisfied with the speed and costs
of litigation.

8.1

•

In their choice of international commercial courts, more
than 80% of respondents indicated that efficiency is an
important or absolutely crucial factor, but only 45% of
respondents were very satisfied or somewhat satisfied
with their experiences. International commercial courts
have an opportunity to enhance efficiency to increase
their attractiveness as a dispute resolution forum.

Choice of Litigation and Respondent User Satisfaction

Exhibit 8.1.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Litigation
All Users
Enforceability

85%

Clarity in rules and procedures

85%
84%

Neutrality/Impartiality

82%

Finality
Speed
Cost

78%
72%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Litigation as a Dispute Resolution Mechanism.

8.1.1

More than 80% of respondents indicated that enforceability (85%), clarity in rules and procedures (85%) and neutrality/
impartiality (84%) are ‘important’ or ‘absolutely crucial’ when deciding to take a dispute to litigation. More than 70%
of respondents indicated that finality (82%), speed (78%) and cost (72%) are ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in their
choice of litigation as a dispute resolution mechanism.
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Exhibit 8.1.2

Examination of Factors Influencing Choice of Litigation
58%

Neutrality/Impartiality

56%

Enforceability

36%

Finality

Cost

30%

Speed

30%

Absolutely crucial

Important

7% 3% 6%

29%

5% 3% 6%
5% 2% 7%

43%

43%

Clarity in rules and procedures

26%

46%

7% 4% 7%

42%

18%

49%

Neither important nor unimportant

6% 4%

11%

Not Important

4% 6%

Irrelevant

The chart refers to the factor influencing respondents’ choice of litigation,
ranging from “Absolutely Crucial” to “Irrelevant”.

8.1.2

A closer look at the breakdown of responses shows that there were noticeably more users who selected neutrality/
impartiality (58%), enforceability (56%), and clarity in rules and procedures (43%) as ‘absolutely crucial’, compared to
the percentage of users who selected finality (36%), cost (30%), and speed (30%) as ‘absolutely crucial’ in their choice
of litigation. In other words, a larger proportion of users indicated that finality (46%), cost (42%) and speed (49%) are
‘important’ (as opposed to ‘absolutely crucial’). This is an interesting finding that suggests a much greater emphasis on
neutrality/impartiality, enforceability and clarity in rules and procedures among factors influencing respondent’s choice
of litigation, as a large proportion of users selected these factors as ‘absolutely crucial’.
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Exhibit 8.1.3

Factors Influencing Choice of Litigation by Respondent User Profile
Client Users
Neutrality/Impartiality

86%

Clarity in rules and procedures

86%
83%

Enforceability
Finality

81%

Speed

81%
78%

Cost

Legal Users
Enforceability

86%

Clarity in rules and procedures

85%

Neutrality/Impartiality

83%

Finality

82%

Speed
Cost

78%
70%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of Litigation as a Dispute Resolution Mechanism.

8.1.3

The charts show that Client Users and Legal Users are broadly aligned with regards to factors influencing their choice
of litigation as a dispute resolution mechanism. Neutrality/impartiality (86% of Client Users and 83% of Legal Users),
clarity in rules and procedures (86% of Client Users and 85% of Legal Users), and enforceability (83% of Client Users
and 86% of Legal Users) were the top three factors that Client Users and Legal Users considered were ‘absolutely crucial’
and ‘important’ in their choice of litigation. This was followed closely by finality (81% of Client Users and 82% of Legal
Users), and speed (81% of Client Users and 78% of Legal Users). The least number of both Client Users (78%) and
Legal Users (70%) ranked cost as ‘absolutely crucial’ and ‘important’ in their choice of litigation.
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Point of Interest
86% of Legal Users and 83% of Client Users indicated
that enforceability was ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ in
their choice of litigation as a dispute resolution mechanism.
Therefore, enforceability is of key interest to users in their
choice of litigation.
This is reflected in the bilateral or plurilateral arrangements
between states regarding enforcement of court judgments.
For instance, on 31 August 2018, the Supreme Court of
Singapore and the Supreme People’s Court of China signed
a memorandum of understanding on the recognition and
enforcement of money judgments in commercial disputes.
Even though the memorandum is not legally binding, this
instrument can provide predictability to businesses to
enforce judgments in China and Singapore. In addition, the
Reciprocal Enforcement of Commonwealth Judgments Act
(Cap. 264) in Singapore facilitates the reciprocal enforcement

of judgments and awards in Singapore and other parts of
the Commonwealth.29
Additionally, on 2 July 2019, the Convention on the
Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments in Civil
or Commercial Matters (the ‘Hague Judgments Convention’)
was adopted under the framework of the Hague Conference
on Private International Law. The idea behind the Hague
Judgments Convention is to create a harmonized framework
for enforcement of court judgments, the same way the New
York Convention provides an enforcement framework for
arbitral awards. At the time of writing, the Hague Judgments
Convention has two signatory states and it has not entered
into force. It remains to be seen whether the Convention will
be more successful than its predecessor, the Convention of
30 June 2005 on Choice of Court Agreements (the ‘Choice
of Courts Convention’).

Exhibit 8.1.4

Satisfaction with Litigation Experience According to Factor
All Users

61%

Clarity in rules and procedures

59%

Neutrality/Impartiality

56%

Enforceability

54%

Finality
Cost
Speed

48%
45%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with Litigation’s characteristics.

8.1.4

More than 50% of respondents indicated that they were ‘somewhat satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with clarity in rules and
procedures (61%), impartiality and neutrality (59%), enforceability (56%) and finality (54%) in their choice of litigation.
45% or more of respondents indicated that they were ‘somewhat satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with the speed (45%) and
cost (48%) of litigation.

29 On 2 September 2019, the Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign Judgments (Amendment) Bill and the Reciprocal Enforcement of Commonwealth Judgments
(Repeal) Bill were passed in the Singapore Parliament. When the Repeal Bill comes into operation, it will streamline Singapore’s legal framework for the statutory
recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments in civil proceedings under the Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act.
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8.1.5

While 85% of respondents indicated that enforceability is ‘important’ or ‘absolutely crucial’ when deciding to take a
dispute to litigation, only 56% of respondents indicated that they were ‘somewhat satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’. Indeed,
when respondent users were asked to provide open-ended comments on international commercial litigation, a common
concern raised involved the issue of enforceability of court judgments internationally. Additionally, compared with
arbitration (65% of users stated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with enforceability of arbitration),
users of litigation were less satisfied on the issue of enforceability. This may be due to the fact that international
instruments pertaining to enforcement of court judgments have not had widespread success.30 At the same time, bilateral
or multi-lateral enforcement agreements between states are gaining popularity and this may increase users’ perception
of enforceability in cross-border litigation in the future.31

8.1.6

Further, while 85% of respondents indicated that clarity in rules and procedures are ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’,
61% indicated that they were ‘somewhat satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’ with this factor. In this regard, initiatives have
been undertaken to improve this area. For instance, the Standing International Forum of Commercial Courts published
a Multilateral Memorandum on Enforcement of Commercial Judgments for Money in June 2019, to provide guidance
on the enforcement of money judgments issued by commercial courts of its membership countries.

8.1.7

While 78% and 72% of respondents indicated that speed and cost respectively was ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’,
only 45% and 48% of respondents respectively indicated that they were ‘somewhat satisfied’ or ‘very satisfied’. Thus,
like arbitration, there is further room for improvement with regard to improving user satisfaction with the speed and cost
of litigation.

Exhibit 8.1.5

Examination of Factors Influencing Choice of Litigation
22%

Neutrality/Impartiality

Enforceability

18%

Clarity in rules and procedures

18%

Finality

Cost

Speed

Very satisfied

37%
38%

9%

Somewhat satisfied

Neutral

10%

36%

6%

14%

29%
Somewhat dissatisfied

6%

9% 4%

30%

37%
36%

12%
25%

39%

3%

13%

26%

43%

15%
11%

24%

18%

3%
7%

Not satisfied

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated their satisfaction levels, ranging from
“Very Satisfied” to “Not Satisfied” with factors influencing their choice of Litigation.

30 The Hague Judgments Convention was adopted in July 2, 2019 and at the time of writing, has two signatory states to the convention.
31 The Reciprocal Enforcement of Commonwealth Judgments Act (Cap. 264) in Singapore facilitates the reciprocal enforcement of judgments and awards in
Singapore and other parts of the Commonwealth.
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8.1.8

The discrepancy between users’ expectations and their experience is very visible if we look at the percentage of respondents
who were ‘very satisfied’ with factors influencing their choice of litigation. Only 22% of respondents were ‘very satisfied’
with neutrality/impartiality, and 18% of respondents were ‘very satisfied’ with enforceability and clarity in rules and
procedures. The discrepancy is even larger when it comes to finality (15%), cost (11%), and speed (9%). This suggests
an opportunity for reform of international commercial litigation as a dispute resolution mechanism.

8.1.9

The differences between satisfaction levels of Client Users and Legal Users are considered next.

Exhibit 8.1.6

Satisfaction with Litigation Experience by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

58%

Enforceability
Finality

56%

Neutrality/Impartiality

56%
50%

Clarity in rules and procedures

44%

Speed

39%

Cost

Legal Users

86%
65%

Clarity in rules and procedures

61%

Neutrality/Impartiality

55%

Enforceability

54%

Finality
Cost
Speed

51%
46%

The charts refer to the respondents who indicated they were
“Very satisfied” and “Somewhat satisfied” with Litigation’s characteristics.

8.1.10 The charts show that Client Users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with enforceability (58%), finality (56%),
neutrality/impartiality (56%) and clarity in rules and procedures (50%). Legal Users indicated that they were ‘very
satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with clarity in rules and procedures (65%), neutrality/impartiality (61%), enforceability
(55%) and finality (54%). Client Users were more satisfied with enforceability (58%) and finality (56%), while Legal
Users were more satisfied with clarity in rules and procedures (65%) and neutrality/impartiality (61%) in their choice
of litigation.
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8.1.11 The difference between Client Users who were satisfied with clarity in rules and procedures (50%) compared to Legal
Users (65%) suggests that more effort can be taken to explain and familiarize Client Users with the rules and procedures
of international commercial litigation.
8.1.12 Fewest Client Users and Legal Users indicated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with cost (39%
of Client Users and 51% of Legal Users) and speed (44% of Client Users and 46% of Legal Users), in line with users’
general dissatisfaction with the speed and costs of litigation. This is also broadly similar to users’ dissatisfaction with
speed and costs in arbitration.

8.2

Choice of International Commercial Courts and Respondent User Satisfaction

Exhibit 8.2.1

Factors Influencing Choice of International Commercial Courts
All Users

83%

Efficiency

69%

Cost
Geographical proximity

60%

Availability of information about judges

59%

Location of courts different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

50%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated the considerations for selection were
“Absolutely Crucial” and “Important” in their choice of International Commercial Courts.

8.2.1

83% of respondents indicated that efficiency is an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factor when choosing an international
commercial court. 69% of respondents indicated that cost is an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factor; while 60% of
respondents consider geographical proximity as an ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ factor in their choice of international
commercial courts. The availability of information about judges is ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’ for 59% of respondent
users and the location of courts being different from parties’ nationality/ place of incorporation is ‘absolutely crucial’ or
‘important’ for 50% of respondent users.

Exhibit 8.2.2

Satisfaction with Choice of International Courts
All Users
Geographical proximity

49%

Cost

48%

Efficiency
Availability of information about judges
Location of courts different from parties’
nationalities/place of incorporation

45%
42%
40%

The chart refers to the respondents who indicated they were “Very satisfied” and
“Somewhat satisfied” with their choice of International Commercial Courts.
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8.2.2

There were large gaps between users’ experience and their expectations in selection of international commercial courts.
While efficiency was the top consideration in selection of international courts (ranked as ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’
by 83% of respondents), their experience shows that only 45% of users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’
with efficiency. There was a discrepancy with respect to other factors as well, only 49% of users were ‘very satisfied’ or
‘somewhat satisfied’ with geographical proximity (60% of respondents consider geographical proximity as ‘absolutely
crucial’ or ‘important’) and only 48% of users were ‘very satisfied’ or ‘somewhat satisfied’ with cost (69% of respondents
indicated that cost is ‘absolutely crucial’ or ‘important’) pertaining to international commercial courts.

8.2.3

The increasing number of international commercial courts available to users may increase user satisfaction in the longterm. For instance, the SICC was launched in 2015, the First and Second International Commercial Courts of China were
established in 2018, and the Netherlands Commercial Court (‘NCC’) was constituted in 2019. International commercial
courts have an opportunity to enhance the efficiency of their processes, enhancing their attractiveness as a dispute
resolution forum.

Exhibit 8.2.3

Choice of International Commercial Courts
All Users

55%

Commercial Court (London)

45%
52%

SICC Singapore International Commercial Court

33%

Others

24%

ICC First Instance Commercial Court Paris

16%

DIFC Dubai International Financial Centre Courts
First and Second International Commercial Courts (China)

10%

Qatar International Court

1%

Abu Dhabi Global Market Courts

1%

The chart refers to the respondents’ usage of International Commercial Courts.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

8.2.4

The most commonly used international commercial courts among respondents include the London Commercial Court
(55%), Singapore International Commercial Court (52%)32, and ICC First Instance Commercial Court (24%).

32 This finding reflects the geographical profile of respondents with a majority being from Asia.
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8.3

Litigation and Technology

8.3.1

Technology plays an important role in litigation and this has been recognised early on by courts. For instance, Singapore’s
Supreme Court Practice Directions (Amendment 1 of 2012) introduced e-discovery in court proceedings, which allows
for more efficient exchange of documents, increasing productivity and cost savings.

Exhibit 8.3.1

Usefulness of Technology in Litigation
All Users

51%

E-discovery/due diligence

34%

Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings
Analytics for appointment of mediator and/or counsel

29%

Predictive analytical tools

28%
20%

Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools
Others

14%

The chart refers to the respondents who said technology developments were
“Extremely Useful” and “Useful” in Litigation.

8.3.2

Similar to arbitration, the majority of users selected e-discovery/due diligence (51%) as an ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’
tool in litigation. With respect to other considerations, 34% of users ranked platforms for the conduct of virtual/online
hearings as ‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’, 29% of users selected analytics for appointment of judges and/or counsel as
‘extremely useful’ or ‘useful’, closely followed by predictive analytical tools (28%), and trailed by negotiation support or
automated negotiation tools (20%).
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Exhibit 8.3.2

Usefulness of Technology in Litigation by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

47%

E-discovery/due diligence

33%

Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings

28%

Analytics for appointment of judges and/or counsel

22%

Predictive analytical tools
Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools
Others

19%
14%
Legal Users

53%

E-discovery/due diligence

35%

Platforms for the conduct of virtual/online hearings

30%

Predictive analytical tools

29%

Analytics for appointment of judges and/or counsel

21%

Negotiation support or automated negotiation tools
Others

13%

The charts refer to the respondents who said technology developments were
“Extremely Useful” and “Useful” in Litigation.

8.3.3

The charts show general similarities between Client Users and Legal Users’ preferences for using technology in litigation.
E-discovery/due diligence (47% of Client Users and 53% of Legal Users) and platforms for the conduct of virtual/online
hearings (33% of Client Users and 35% for Legal Users) were the top two factors that both Client Users and Legal Users
found ‘extremely useful’ and ‘useful’ in litigation. As certain technological tools are still in the nascent stages of use in
the international dispute resolution community, it is expected that with time, analytical tools and negotiation support tools
will gradually become more commonplace, and increased familiarity with such tools will then increase users’ perspectives
on their utility.
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Section 9 Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanisms
At a Glance:
•

Hybrid mechanisms have the potential to reduce the
perceived disadvantages of standalone arbitration or
mediation.

•

Where preservation of parties’ business relationships,
efficiency and cost are important factors, users chose
hybrid mechanisms as opposed to standalone arbitration.

•

Users indicated contractual obligations as the main reason
for selecting a hybrid dispute resolution mechanism.

•

•

Client Users are more open to selecting a hybrid process
than Legal Users.

Where efficiency, cost and enforceability are important
factors, users chose hybrid mechanisms as opposed to
standalone mediation.

9.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism in International Dispute Resolution

9.1.1

Hybrid dispute resolution mechanisms involve two or more dispute resolution processes and, for the purposes of this
survey, refers to processes involving a combination of mediation and arbitration. From 2016 to 2018, more respondents
have used hybrid mechanisms (27%) compared to standalone mediation (26%), but fewer respondents have done so
compared to arbitration (74%) and litigation (49%).

Exhibit 9.1.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism
All Users

61%

Contractual obligation

52%

Your own advice

42%

Client’s request

39%

External counsel’s advice

28%

Management’s advice

20%

Opponent’s request
Others

5%

The chart refers to factors influencing respondents’ choice of Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

9.1.2

Among respondent users who used hybrid dispute resolution mechanisms, 61% of respondents indicated contractual
obligations as an influencing factor in their choice of a hybrid mechanism. Indeed, one survey respondent noted that
“[hybrid processes] are the future, especially in relation to the Belt & Road Initiative and Online Dispute Resolution.
They need to be embedded in contractual dispute resolution clauses”.

9.1.3

After contractual obligations, this was followed by their own advice (52%), Client’s request (42%) and external counsel’s
advice (39%) among respondent users in their choice of a hybrid dispute resolution mechanism. Management’s advice
(28%) and opponent’s request (20%) were less influential factors in respondent users’ choice of hybrid dispute resolution
mechanism in international dispute resolution.
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Exhibit 9.1.2

Factors Influencing Choice of Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism
by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

60%

Your own advice

52%

Contractual obligation

44%

External counsel’s advice

36%

Management’s advice

28%

Client’s request
Opponent’s request

12%

Others

12%

Legal Users

66%

Contractual obligation
Client’s request

48%

Your own advice

48%
36%

External counsel’s advice
Opponent’s request

24%

Management’s advice

24%

Others

2%

The charts refer to factors influencing Client Users and Legal Users’ choice of
Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

9.1.4

The largest proportion of Client Users (60%) indicated their own advice as influencing their choice to use a hybrid
dispute resolution mechanism. Interestingly, the largest proportion of Legal Users (66%) selected contractual obligation
as influencing their choice to use a hybrid dispute resolution mechanism. Only 48% of Legal Users relied on their own
advice in selection of a hybrid mechanism. This suggests that Client Users are more open to selecting a hybrid process
than Legal Users.
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Point of Interest
A number of international arbitration institutions provide a
special protocol or rules for parties who wish to settle their
disputes through a combination of arbitration and mediation,
for instance, the SIAC-SIMC Arb-Med-Arb Protocol. Arbitrators
and mediators will be separately appointed and they will be
different individuals unless parties agree otherwise. Parties first
commence a case with SIAC, and the case is then transferred
to SIMC for parties to undergo a period of mediation. If parties
are not able to reach a negotiated settlement within 8 weeks,
the parties then resume arbitration. If parties are able to
reach a settlement in mediation, their mediated settlement

can then be recorded as a consent award. In this way, the
advantages of mediation and arbitration are combined.
In 2018, the Ministry of Law of Singapore launched the
Singapore Infrastructure Dispute-Management Protocol, to
help commercial parties that are involved in big infrastructure
projects resolve their differences in a timely and cost-efficient
way. The protocol provides for the appointment of a dispute
board from the start of the project to help parties proactively
manage their differences. The SIMC and the SMC will provide
professional and administrative support to dispute boards.

9.2

Factors Influencing Choice of Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism Compared
to Arbitration and Mediation

9.2.1

Hybrid dispute resolution mechanisms are useful alternative mechanisms in international dispute resolution, as hybrid
mechanisms incorporate the advantages of both arbitration and mediation. The sections below explore factors influencing
respondent users’ choice of a hybrid dispute resolution mechanism, as opposed to arbitration or mediation.

Exhibit 9.2.1

Factors Influencing Choice of Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism
Compared to Arbitration
All Users

73%

Preservation of business relationship
Efficiency

47%

Cost

47%
40%

Speed

29%

Enforceability
Others

5%

The charts refer to factors influencing respondents’ choice of
Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism compared to Arbritration.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

9.2.2

Respondent users who used a hybrid dispute resolution mechanism (instead of arbitration) noted several influencing
factors in their choice. From the chart, the most important factor by far is preservation of business relationships (73%).
This demonstrates the strong advantages of using hybrid mechanisms, which allows parties to continue their business
relationships because of the incorporation of a more conciliatory approach.
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In addition, users also indicated that efficiency (47%), cost (47%), speed (40%) and enforceability (29%) were key
considerations in their choice of a hybrid mechanism over arbitration. The SIAC-SIMC Arb-Med-Arb Protocol is an
excellent example of a hybrid mechanism that addresses parties’ needs. Under the Protocol, parties have a fixed time
frame of 8 weeks to reach settlement in mediation before resuming arbitration. If parties are able to reach a settlement
in mediation, their mediated settlement can be recorded as a consent award. In this way, the advantages of mediation
and arbitration are combined, as parties are able to enjoy the flexibility and efficiency of mediation and enforceability
and finality of arbitration.

Exhibit 9.2.2

Factors Influencing Choice of Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism
Compared to Arbitration by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

56%

Preservation of business relationship

52%

Efficiency

48%

Cost

32%

Enforceability

24%

Speed
Others

12%
Legal Users

81%

Preservation of business relationship
Speed

47%

Cost

47%
45%

Efficiency

28%

Enforceability
Others

2%

The charts refer to factors influencing Client Users and Legal Users’ choice of
Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism compared to Arbitration.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

9.2.4

Preservation of business relationships was the main reason for both Client Users (56%) and Legal Users (81%) in their
choice of a hybrid mechanism over standalone arbitration. Interestingly, a higher proportion of Legal Users indicated
that preservation of business relationships was a key factor in their choice of a hybrid mechanism over arbitration. This
may reflect their understanding of arbitration as an adversarial process, which may hinder business relationships.
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9.2.5

With respect to other considerations, Client Users ranked efficiency (52%) and costs (48%) as their second and third
considerations while for Legal Users, speed (47%) and cost (47%) were second and third factors in choosing a hybrid
mechanism over standalone arbitration.

9.2.6

Interestingly, a higher proportion of Legal Users ranked speed (47%) as an influencing factor in their choice of a hybrid
mechanism over arbitration, compared to Client Users (24%). This may reflect an awareness on the part of Legal Users
that arbitration is a lengthy process, and that the incorporation of mediation into arbitration can assist in reducing the
length of proceedings. For instance, by incorporating mediation before arbitration (like in the SIAC-SIMC Arb-Med-Arb
Protocol), even if parties are unable to reach a full settlement during the mediation stage, incorporating mediation before
arbitration can help to narrow down the issues in dispute, increasing efficiency in arbitration proceedings later. With
an overall more efficient process, speed and cost will also be improved, which addresses users’ dissatisfaction with the
speed and costs of arbitration.33

Exhibit 9.2.3

Factors Influencing Choice of Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism
Compared to Mediation
All Users
Efficiency

53%

Cost

53%
48%

Enforceability
Speed

45%

Finality

45%

Others

8%

The chart refers to factors influencing respondents’ choice of
Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism compared to Mediation.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

9.2.7

With regards to users’ choice of hybrid mechanisms, as compared to standalone mediation, users indicated efficiency (53%)
and costs (53%) as the main influencing factors, with enforceability (48%), speed (45%) and finality (45%) also being closely
ranked. Therefore, a hybrid mechanism is able to incorporate the advantages of mediation (in terms of speed and cost),34 while
preserving the enforceability and finality of arbitration. This makes hybrid mechanisms highly efficient processes.

9.2.8

Client Users selected cost (56%) and efficiency (52%), followed closely by enforceability (48%), as the main reasons in their
choice of a hybrid mechanism over standalone mediation. As for Legal Users, speed (53%) and efficiency (53%) were the
main considerations, closely followed by cost (52%). Interestingly, while 53% of Legal Users selected speed as an influencing
factor, only 24% of Client Users selected speed as factor in their choice of a hybrid mechanism over standalone mediation.
This may reflect that Legal Users have great confidence and emphasis on speed in their choice of hybrid mechanisms.

9.2.9

The charts have provided insight as to why users prefer hybrid dispute resolution mechanisms over standalone mediation
or arbitration. Overall, the responses confirm that hybrid mechanisms have the potential to reduce the perceived
disadvantages of standalone mediation or arbitration that have been reflected elsewhere in the survey.35

33 See Satisfaction with Arbitration Experience According to Factor at Exhibit 6.1.2.
34 See Satisfaction with Mediation Experience According to Factor at Exhibit 7.1.3. More than 65% of respondents indicated that they were ‘very satisfied’ or
‘somewhat satisfied’ with the speed (68%) and cost (65%) of mediation.
35 See paragraphs 6.1.4 and 7.1.10 of the Report.
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Exhibit 9.2.4

Factors Influencing Choice Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism
Compared to Mediation by Respondent User Profile
Client Users

56%

Cost

52%

Efficiency

48%

Enforceability

40%

Finality

24%

Speed
Others

16%
Legal Users

Speed

53%

Efficiency

53%
52%

Cost

48%

Enforceability

47%

Finality
Others

5%

The charts refer to factors influencing Client Users and Legal Users’ choice of
Hybrid Dispute Resolution Mechanism compared to Mediation.
Note: This question allows for multiple responses. The sum of the percentages may exceed 100%

9.2.10 Notably, in respondents’ choice of a hybrid mechanism over arbitration, preservation of business relationships (73%)
was selected as the main influencing factor, followed by efficiency (47%) and cost (47%). Whereas in respondents’
choice of a hybrid mechanism over mediation, efficiency (53%), cost (53%) and enforceability (48%) were seen to be
the main influencing factors. Efficiency and costs are overlapping factors across user selection, suggesting that hybrid
mechanisms offer advantages in respect of efficiency and costs compared to standalone arbitration and standalone
mediation. Examining these findings from another perspective, this may also reflect users’ concerns with the impairment
of business relationships in their choice of standalone arbitration, as well as users’ concerns of enforceability in their
choice of standalone mediation.
9.2.11 Looking to the future, the Singapore Convention is likely to address enforceability concerns about international mediation.
Additionally, there appears to be a trend of increasing growth in the area of hybrid dispute resolution in Singapore, with
the development of the Arb-Med-Arb Protocol (SIAC and SIMC) and the Singapore Infrastructure Dispute Management
Protocol (SIMC and SMC) in recent years.
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